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Archaeological invest.igations of the Arrow Lakes conducted 
· in the sum.rner months of 1977 ·were the er;.d result of negotiations 
held between B.C. Hydro and the Archaeological Sites Advisory Board. 
Investigations were intended to: re-assess and re-evaluate prev-
iously recorded archaeological sites impacted by the construction 
of the Hugh Keenleyside dam, to inventory archaeological sites in 
selected areas previously not,.examined or previously overlooked in 
- , --_ - /_ ,·-c -:,;_:~;·_·:·. ·:~;'./!,";.f[~~::j?~::.·-:-:-v::-_ri -'.·'.f':~-\;:-:~f;~J1~f:;,,~(;i~Y?G ~.t!.~:}:fF,jf::~rL:t~i-~•'..r~~-~r~~;-;~~ ·,~?-l~li~J~:~\·~~:>-
the 1961 and 1966 - 1969 archaeological survey projects, andto ex-
amine and inventory archaeological sites_ in the newly created de-
.. ,. -·" - - _~. ·-· .. : ~. 
velopment zone along the shoreline of the pondage on lands owned 
by B.C. Hydro~ Areas surveyed for a:::-'chaeological sites included 
selected inundated pondage areas, various upl2nd terraces, and 
four parcels of la:1d. m-med. by B. C. E:-dro. 
Thirty-seven new archaeological sites were recorded during 
the course of our surveys bringing the total number of recorded 
sites in the Lakes region to 152. A total of 108 sites or site 
areas ,.,rere re-visited and the collections of 20 amateur archaeo-
logists were examined. 
Of a total of 152 recorded archaeological sites, 124 (81.5%) 
have been entirely destroyed since clearing and inundation of the 
pondage area. Of the re~aining 28 sites or (18.5%), lb (10.5%) 
lie within the active flood zone of the reservoir and, with the 
exception of 2 sites (1%), all ~ave been destroyed beyond salvage. 
This brings the total resource loss to 138 sites (91%). Only 12 
sites (87;) remai:i • ore or less intact and above the present high 
-v-
water level of 1444 r. However, cu::.'...t'..1:ral activities presently 
threaten 7 of these remaining sites and unless these sites are 
preserved, the overall resource loss would be increased to 97%. 
Two of the threatened sites are on private property. The remain-
der are on lands owned by B.C. Hydro or the Crown .. 
Destruction of archaeological sites within the pondage 
area was effected through water erosion, wind erosion, pre-reser-
voir clearing activities, post-reservoir development projects, and 
the activities of local -coll.ect,Qrs;.,.,,:,"1rf~t,§_:t:";-~+-OS.i.on,.: . .:Wasthe;!,most 
- ! -:,:". '>"'.'' '•_-.. '. _J,.,,.,<':.>,"':';••~;:;~•.::,_ •• ,:.--:•~/- ' ~ •a_.. 
destructive agent in the erosion of sit.es and affected sites through 
wave action, annual reservoir level f'luc:tuations, currents, _seiches, 
uncontrolled runoff and draiEage, arid the_ abrasive action of ice 
and streams. Recording the effects of these dynamic processes on 
archaeological sites formed i~te~~~1 part of our survey strategy. 
From our observations> 1,,re have out2.ir-:ed a program of mitigation 
concerning future water resource deve2.opment projects which would 
affect archaeological resources in the province~ The program, if 
adopted, ·would involve both pre-i:r:un.c.2tion and post-inundation 
studies. For example, experi~eLt2: ~rotection devices such as 
covers and barriers could be placed o~ sites threatened with in-
undation in pre-inundation stage stuiies. 
Preservation of materials frc3 archaeological sites has 
been largely the result of the collec0ing activities of local col-
lectors. Su.rface collection of arti:facts from -,flashed out and ex-
posed archaeo!ogical sites on ~he ~rrow Lakes, has become a major 
0asstime for aooroximatelv 100 co~iec~ors. The size of individual 
... j. ... .., 




Artifacts photograpneci a~2 ~ecorcei ~~ private collections during 
the field seaso~ nu:nbered Some of the more in-
teresting pieces oose::-ved. ar.d. :photog:rE.._;::"he<i included microblad.e 
cores, microblades, a large rtur~ey-~aili projectile point, stone 
and graphite beads, and a stor:e y2.?e-ste::i iragner.:..t. Apart from 
stylistic comparisons ·with &-rt-1-?!C:c-'-.<:: f"..,...o"ll other regions, these 
finds have little value ;::,c 2.rchaeol.cgis"ts once they have been 
removed from their ~ - . -, ' . arcn.aeo~ogic.e...L co:;.~e~. 
survived 8 yecrs inu....~datic~ of t~e ~-:::-cw Lakes. Erosion of in-
undated sites h&s been extensive a~d ~he few sites remaining con-
tinue to be destroyed at a::: ever i~creasir:~ rate. Our present 
knowledge of A.rr·:y..-r Lakes pre::-lis-:;c-::-y- h2s cc:ne from excavations 
conducted bet0.-ree~ 1967 a:::c. 1969 or; ll a.rc:1aeological sites.. 'I'he 
percentage ----:-- -:::-.L·....,c areas ex::avat ed., and the total arch-
aeological site area for e::.c.:.. 52._::,e exc2.,,a-sed, varied bet,;,reen • 01% 
and 4%. These percentagss -will never cs increased as the resource 
has now been des::rroyed.. Gu.:r present- L::'.:O~<Tlec..ge of the archaeology 
























1. 0 INTRODUCTION 
This report presents the results of an archaeological 
survey of the Arrov; Lakes in . , T,ne Colu::nbia Basin of British Colum-
bia. Field research was conducted between l'fay 15 and August 15, 
1977 and employed a crew ~ ~ OI IOUr persons; Brian. Chisholm, Ann Mohs, 
Gordon Mohs, and Cecelia I-;Iurphy. Subsequent analysis was carried 
out in Vancouver between November 15 and December 31, 1977 by the 
author .. · The. project .. was .fina:µ~-~~,,~:g_~if~t:rtR.3)f~s\l)c. ·:_~ydro anq -
Power Authority at a total cost o:f $23., 000 .oo: -Mr o P .-w. Bishop 
acted as administrative officer for ::a.c. Hvdro .. ,. A.: uermit to .con-
- - ·-~-.--"---"..I,. ·-
duct investigations was obtained from the Archaeological Sites 
Advisory Board and John Hc:(urdc and Ray Ken...--1.y of the Provincial 
Archaeologistst Office acted as Regio~al £rchaeological Supervisors 
for the duration of the project. 
Archaeological investigatior:s of the Arrm,; Lakes region 
conducted in the summer months of !...977.were the end result of 
negotiations held between the Arc~a~ological Sites Advisory Board 
and the British Columbia Hydro ar:d. ?0~·1er .Authority in the period 
1975 - 1977- (The Archaeological Sites Advisory Board is the 
provincial agency charged with ~ne ~esponsibility of protecting 
all non-renewable archaeological resources in British Columbia 
and B.C. Hydro is the Crown Corporation responsible for the flood-
ing of the Arrow Lakes.) The reasons for the Advisory Boardrs 
concern over the archaeological resources on the Arrow Lakes are 
out lined be low. 
In 196L 
. ' the Canadian ratified the Columbia 
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River Treaty and undertook to build three storage dams on the 
Columbia River north of the 49th parallel. The Hugh Keenleyside 
dam north of Castlegar, completed in 1969, was one of the first 
to be built. Reservoir inundation resulted in raising the level 
of the Arrow Lakes approximately l;..0 1 above the old high water 
level. 
Prior to inundation, the --:, nim.um water level of the Arrow 
Lakes was about 1367r above sea level while the maximum water 
level was about 140•- 1,;c.,a: maximum _natur:al",variation of.J3 vertical 
.,c;~•· 
feet. Since inundation, minimu::i a~d maximum levels have bee<l 
increased to 1374t and 14441 respectively; a maximum water level 
variation of 70 vertical feet. { Sigo.a Resources, 1975, p. 61). Most 
archaeological sites recorded on the Arrow Lakes bet·ween 1961. and 
1977 were situated at elevations between the 1400' and 1444' level. 
As a result, cost archaeological sites on the Lakes have been sub-
jected to an annual cycle of expo:::mre-inundation, and damage to 
sites has been extensive. 
Since inundation of the ;._rr-m"l Lakes pondage _ in 1969, no 
archaeological researct ·was co:r-:'.:.·:.:c:c ed in the Arrow Lakes region 
prior to the 1977 survey. -r,vnen the Arro;,,r 1-akes were flooded in 
1969, there ·were 115 Jr, .. nown arch.2.eological sites on the Arrow Lakes; 
77 recorded in 1961 anci the re:22.inder between 1966 and 1969. :Most 
of these sites were situated in the valley corridors within the 
active flood zone of the reservoir. i'Iith 8 years of annual expos-
ure and inuniation of archaeological sites within the active flood 
zone on ~he Lakes, the Archaeological Sites Advisory Board knew 
that the condi~ion of sany sites had deteriorated but the extBnt 
-3-
of damage to suecific sites 1..;as not Knowno Knowing the condition 
of the archaeological resources of the Arro0:1 Lakes was necessary 
. (..L,,J in establishing a regional resource program for the remaining 
archaeological sites .in the Lakes area, and (2) establishing a 
provincial resource ma~agement program for future water resource 
development projects ,,.,here archaeological sites would be affected. 
(The preservation and ar"Tlinistrat.ion of archaeological resources 
is contingeLt on understanding what will happen to the resource 
once inundation _ocC;urs.} 
.I,Ioreover, previous archaeological investigations of the 
Arrow Lakes were completely inadequc.te owing_to poorly developed 
theoretical and methodological concepts and non-existent resource 
management policies. Li~ited funding cf previous projects further 
complicated :satters .. 
Host archaeologica::i. sites recorded. on the Arrow Lakes 
between 1961 a:::id 1969 ',,ere sit. 0J.a0ed, as I have said before, in the 
valley corridors close to the major oodies of water. In terms of 
aboriginal settlement patterns these areas were the obvious areas 
to survey but t::ey did not represent nor necessarily reflect the 
overall settlement pattern nor trre total land use pattern of 
aboriginal populations. What was lacking in these survey projects 
·was an extensive and. systec.atic su::::-vey design, which considered 
all biogeo-climatic zones. As Christopher Turnbull has notedi 
sites excav2.-ced between 1966 and 1969, related nmore to the depth 
of the reservoir than to the collection of a complete set of 
settlement pattern d.atan (Turnbull, 1977, p.21). 
' -!:..-
Furthermore, a direct i2pact of dam construction was the 
creation of a new develo~illent zone along the shoreline of the 
pondage. The necessity of surYeying this zone for archaeological 
sites was imperative; more so t;~an in many regions of the province 
since most of the archaeological resources of the region were 
impacted upon inundat;ion. 
The purposes of· cur i:-1vest.igation;:;, ,rrnre: to re-examine 
recorded archaeological sites -fl:ithin the active .flood zone to de-
termine the e.f.fects .. , of 8. years inundat:tpn,ypn th.ese-:sit;~ ,. to in-
ventory archaeological sites in selected areas previously not 
exa2ined or previously overlocLed in the 1961 and 1966 - 1969 
survey projects, and to exasine and inventory archaeological sites 
in the newly created develou~e~~ zone along the shoreline of the 
pondageo 
Field surveys conducc:s.:. during the 1977 field season were 
confined to the reservoir area benind the Hugh Keenleyside dam and 
concentrated in 3 general areas: 
( 1) i~u~Qated ~G~~age areas exa~ined included: the 
Deer Park~ Renata area, the Galena Bay area, 
ana trre foresiore lake area extending between 
Edge·wood no:-t.i to t ::ie l':arrm·rn. 
(2) upland terraces in the Narrows and Lower Arrow 
Lake regior:. -.,;::-~ich were not surveyed for sites 
prior to in1ir:.::ation. 
(3) a n~.:n.ber of parcels of land which B.C. Hydro 
has been intent on releasing for agricultural, 
residential, and recreational purposes. 
Several archaeological sites -,.;ere also investigated outside of 
these areas. I have incluceci specific areas in a more detailed 




2.0 HIS?0RY OF ARCHAE0LC~ICAL FS3EARCH IN THS ARROW LAKES REGION 
In 1961, the first archaeological investigations of the 
Arrow Lakes were conducted in respo:ise to the decision to build 
the Hugh Keenleyside·da2. These surveys revealed a total of 77 
archaeological sites; 49 on the Lower Arrow Lake, 18 on the Upper 
Arro-r.:1 Lake, and 10 in the ilarro·n.s regior:. be~ween the two lakes 
were limited to a great extent- by inadequate ki."lm•dedge of local 
settlement patterns, heavy vegetation,,.a;.near.;absencE3:--:,,of>,surface 
features on many sites, lack of time, funciing, and inventory 
methodology problems. 
Based on reco.c::.~endations from tne 1961 inventory project, 
further archaeological investige.-tions were undertaken bet,.-;een 
1966 and 1969. Ext e:rided surc.,-e7s conc.uc::. sd during this period of 
time increased the tot.21 n1.L1:1ber of recorded archaeological sites 
in the Arrm·r Lakes region to 110. The primary purpose of these 
investigations, hm•;ever, was to rrsalvage t!-le prehistoric resources 
behind the Hugh Keenleyside d.a::n ne2.r Castlegarn (Turnbull, 1977, 
p .2) • Eleven sites were . . , t esl! ec. a~ t~is ti5e but only 5 sites 
were adequately sampled. The najoT" sites excavated included: 
D1· Qm • l l)f i nr.. · 1 ·-, -<(,•--•LJ-, a:::d Dk".:;s:2. All of these sites 
were located on the Lmrer Arrow I.s.ke. 
Archaeological si~es exca7c.t.ed. be-tween 1966 and 1969 were 
those ·which exhibited obvious S'..lr.fc.ce fe2.t:ures--large circular and 
rectangular cultural 
~ .. ~ .. .. . ~ 
depressions ~~icn were ~he remains of semi-
subterranean houses, occupied sane 2000 to 3000 years ago. On 
the basis of these excavatio~s, C::ristopher Turnbull established 
a prehistoric sequence of occupation for the Arrow Lakes extending 
from approximately 1300 BC to 300 AD. Data pertaining to either 
earlier or later temporal periods and cultural types were not 
found. The knowledge gained from these excavations has represented 
almost the total archaeological record known for this entire sec-
tion of the Columbia river. As a result, our knowledge of the 
archaeology of the area has been both limited and distorted and 
may remain so as sitesc,continua:<~P,, be. q~str,:oyed at an .. J3Ver in-
• 1- .-: :/:,,-· ,]:~: ~ • - • • 
creasing rate. 
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3. 0 LOCATION AP..BA OF s-::'UDY 
The Arrow Lakes_Archaeological Survey Project, 1977,.in-
vol ved ex.a.nination of_ a number of areas on the. Arrow Lakes. In~ 
eluded in the study were the following inundated pondage areas: 
( l) The east a:id. west sides of the Lower Arrow Lake 
between Edge,;,rnod and Faquier 
( 2) The west side·· of the Lower Arrow Lake between 
Needles and B.C. Eydrors,Power House~on lot 
10391 
( 3) Lot 10029 { Grassy, ?oin:t;;}::;north':~pfi,Fa_quier/ 
-· -
( 1+) The ~-rest. side of Lm·rer Arrow Lake in the vicin-
l-~y ~ rh . ~·p n Pek o....-t-h f Fa . v 0.L u~_rlSvl- vr- _-,. Il -'- <JU. 0 _ quier 
(5) The Caribou Creek and Snow Creek areas including 
lo~~ 1?85, ~549, 76~7, so~t~ of Burton on the 
eas1:. side OI •· Lower Arrow .La:<::e -
(6) The foreshore area of lot 7541 north of Ackerman 
Creek 
(7) The foreshore area of East Arrow Park 
(8) The foreshore area of Hest Arrow Park south of 
.Eosquito Creek 
{9) The fcreshore area of lot 8566 north of the 
present Arrow ferry 
(10) Lot 8152, the old site of East Demars 
( 11) The es.st side of Upper Arrm-,; Lake between Shoreholm 
and Cape Horn 
(12) Bannock Point in Shelter Bay 
( 13) Galena Bay betl·reen Jennings Creek and Hill Creek 
(14) Inco~appleux Bay in the northeast arm of Upper 
Ar-row Lake 
(15) The foreshore area of Broadwater Bay 
( 16) The Renat-a area on the west side of Lovrer Arrow 
Lake 
,-;. -o-
(17) The foreshore a~ea of Deer Park on the east side 
of the l.o-wer J:....r-::o-ti Lake 
( 18) The foreshore area between the Hugh Keenleyside 
dam a:-id. Syringa Creek Park on the east side of 
the -Lo-rier Arrow :::..ake 
Upland terraces near Zdgewood and Deer Park, which were 
not surveyed for sites prior to t~e flooding of the Arrow Lakes, 
';vere surveyed for arc::aeological sites. Moreover, a number of 
parcels of land m,med by B.C. Eyci..ro were also examined. These 
included: 
(1) SLl, 3CH?A, Lot 1-192 at Broadwater Bay 
(2) Lot 4948 north of' Edgewood on.the west shore of 
the Lower Arrow Lake--.--·' 
{ 3) Lots 8133 a:id: 8~34 north of Edgewood 
(4) Lot 8682 in Gale~a Bay 
Areas on the Arro,l:r Lakes ·w:-iich ·,,;ere not. visited in 1977 
which should eventually ·::ie S'.,1."?:"·veyed for archaeological sites are: 
(1) The high terraces ~est of Burton on the west side 
of the Lower A~~ow Lake 
-
( 2) The t .Arrm,rheaci r area on the Upper Arrow Lake 
( 3) The 1 Big ledger 2.rea '.·rest of Nakusp on the west 
side of t~e G~~er Arrow Lake. (The survey of this 
area would have ~o be conducted in the fall between 
September/October.) 
( 4) The Jonr..son C:?:eet::, Sunshine Creek, Hutchison Creek, 
Gladstone C:?:ee:C:, ::annah Creek, Champion Creek, and 
Deer Creek areas on the Lower Arrow Lake 
( 5) The West De::rrars area on the Upper Arrow· Lake 














4. O THE SIGrIFICANCE OF TEE _;,.R,.;c; T.Z;_}GS SURVEY PROJECT 
The Arrow Lakes Archaeological Project has been signific-
ant in increasing our.knowledge of local prehistory through an 
archaeological site inventory an~ ~hrough artifact retrieval 
measures. j>fany new sit,es "".-rere recorded during the course of field 
surveys, indicating that aborisi~al settlement of the Lakes area 
was much more extensiv,e than was originally expected. Artifacts 
and recorded in private collect.io:is revealed material not previous-
ly found, by archaeologis~s workir.,:: 0n the , .. L~kes ... _ •·"::. 
The most significant aspec::; of this project-~was, that ,the .. 
_ project ·was the first post..:inund.a-::;ion study of archaeological 
resources-in the province of British Columbia. Through field 
research it was possible to cie"cer-~:1e the effects of S years in-
undation on the archaeological resources of the Arrow Lakes. From 
these findings, I have at-tempted t.o establish a framework for the 
study of archaeological resources in future water resource devel-
opment projects. 
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5. 0 RESEARCH PLAN k\"D :i:{CT HOD 
Archaeological survey w0::-k carried out in the summer o.f 
1977 involved the .following types of-investigations:. 
(.;L).An.inveni.ory of archaeological ~itescurrently 
· .. affected oy erosion and/or potentially-impacted _ 
_ by dev-elo_pm.ent of the pondage shoreline_- __ -· 
. . 
( 2)- Evaluat.io:O: of. endangered sites :Jn terms of social 
and scientific p2::-c.__neters 
(3) Recommendations .for mitigation_ 
.,~:· --~,. ·~-
Systematic surfic~,. C.~ie.ction~. ob,arti£act~.from;.selec.f.ed·-·~exnosed,,:.:-;A -· ·_ .. ,.- ·-< :,._ --. ,·· ··t··\--:-•'"#•"-' ·~-/ -~-.... -~-- -~--~- •.~•.,.---;~-~:-"'-1:'"':;~-,os'.,,~;~:-·~~-: :.:."•:;_·;:~~,~-;=·~-- -J -- ..,.. , •• _ "" ·:· 
sites had originally been-proposed. as_part of our research· design. 
r In .field r examinat.ion oi\ exposed sites,.,_and surface collection-of 
one site, resulted in reyersing_ our decisionto carry out extensive 
investigations of this - type·. Tne major reason for this · change of 
plan was that the sites we had select-edfor collecting had been 
'picked clean' by local collect-ors. Furthermore, erosion of most 
., 







_ 6. Q_ _SCOPE AND OBJECT IVES 
The scope and objectives of the Arrow Lakes Archaeological 
Survey Project were : 
1) To re-exaraine a number of known archaeological site 
deposits which had been disturbed with inundation of 
- the Arrow Lakes. These sites were to be assessed and 
evaluated to determine the extent of damage resulting 
from 9 years of wind and water erosion. Systematic 
surface collection cf artifacts from selected exposed 
sites was to constitute part of our investigations in 
this regards. 
2) To record a number o.f recently,exposed ,archaeological 
--.-._ sites, wh±:cm"had -,been•"re porte"d":•Washingc' out· ·within the 
inundated pondage area. Accordingly, these sites were-
to be assessed and evaluated and mitigation procedures 
outlined where applicable • 
. ~':.· -.. •·· 
3) It was reported to the Archaeological Sites Advisory 
Board that several amateur collectors had amassed 
large collections from sites which were not recorded 
before the completion of the High Arrow dam; sites 
which had largely been destroyed. Grant Keddie of 
the Provincial Museum had received onesucb collection 
on the Museum's behalf from Mr. Keith Edgell of Edge-
wood which included over 4000 artifacts. Sites from 
which he amassed his collection and those sites from 
which other active collectors amassed their collections 
were to be recorded. 
4} It was reported by Wayne Choquette, field archaeologist 
for the Archaeological Sites Advisory Board, and Grant 
Keddie of the Provincial Museum, that upland areas 
above the present high water level might reveal sites 
with an antiquity greater than that established for 
Deer Park.. iie proposed doing a brief reconnaissance 
of various upland areas to determine the archaeological 
status of these areas. 
5) Between 1964 and 1972 approximately 35,000 acres of 
land were procurred by B.C. Hydro within the Arrow 
Lakes Reservoir. Since the completion of the Hugh 
Keenleyside dam, water fluctuations have more or less 
stabilized and B.C. Hydro has since initiated a pro-
-gram of land disposal intended on releasing much of 
the land remaining in their possession which lies 
above the present high water level. Although some of 
this land had already been released, we proposed doing 
a systematic inventory of the archaeological resources 
which were located on lands that B.C. Hydro had indi-
cated· could be impacted by various land altering activit~ 
ies. 
-, I --=-.!+-
Archaeological site assessnent and evaluation involved a 
number of steps. LocatiT"--S ~he 7arious sites was our first and 
foremost problem. Hap referer:ces, site locations and access des-
criptions for recorded sites were based on pre-inundation land.narks~ 
Thus, relocating arcb.aeolcg::.~al sie::,es involved a lot of time and 
effort. Moreover, nany sites had been entirely destroyed with pre-
inundation clearing .act:iri1;ies., and..cpost::;Jnµp.qation deve-;Lopment of 
- .. -. a.-,: - ,-.-,,•_:,...). '•••·' . '<•~- • · C --,. 
the pondage shoreline area. ':'c.e pictographs at Caribou Point, for 
example, were blasted apart ;,dth "the construction of the. highway 
between Faquier and Naku.sp. Neve::-theless, a total of 108 sites 
or site areas were visited. :,:ost. of these archaeological sites 
had previously been recorce:i. 
Once a site was loca~ei, tss~ing procedures followed a 
routine pattern, whether it -;-;as a new site or one previously re-
corded., The surface of e2.c2 s:S..t.2 ,,;s.s first examined for cultural 
features and artifacts. 'L_.::.;:i .~·::::.;:, ;;.sually done in a systematic 
manner with crew members .,;alkir::- -:" 5 ::net er intervals in linear 
fashion,until the entire sivs area had been covered. On many sites 
this was the only step in,1•::l-.-ed, particularly on those sites where 
the entire surface strat,...1::1 ~s.d oeen removed either through erosion 
or through bulldozer activ.::.~7. 
On sites where tb.e s:..:r::2.22 stratur:1 vras intact, in whole or 
in part, or where cultural l.e::--_sss w·ere eit.her evident or suspected, 
test excavations were ca~ried o~~. An evaluation of each site so 
inspected was then made. Based o~ data describing the original 
r;;""·"'~"'"· -:;_. -------""'"'-... =•... oa _______ ""'"'""""_"" ______ .. _ ... ,.--.~=~~:-:.~::-;.·~:t:i;;~.tb~~~~~=:~~:~;:;,::~-~;_:;:-:~1:===~ 






site, a figure -;.ras as signec., essessing the percentage of the 
The results of these 
investigations 2re ta bu.lat eci in t.::2e 'Archaeological Site Inveritory 
Tablet included in repo~. 
'' '-'• 





8. 0 \'!HAT WAS FOUUD 
Previous surveys in L2.~es area conducted in 1961, 
1967, and 1973, revealed a total of ll5 archaeological sites. Dur-
ing the 1977 field season, 37 ne,.-r .sit.es were recorded bringing this 
total to 152. This nu..:.uerical increase is net meant to imply an 
increasein the number of 1 in0act• arc~a~ological sites. Rather, 
it indicates an increase in the n1.1.:J:beT of places where evidence 
of prehistoric occupation or util,-'izat.ion.c_h~s .• .. Cpp.e:-:J~.9 Jight. M2.ny 
. ,._ -~- .::_•J.'_ . C •• - :,)?; .. C:>·:,:"".:.:._'.:.:>:~•-;•~;--'';,;· .. •.• . • 
of the 'new' sites recorded were ex-cosed ~..rith inundation and have 
since been destroyed. Evidence o:f t~eir being came to our attention 
through local collectors and through our O'ifTI survey activities. 
Of a present total of 152 arc~aeclogical sites recorded in 
the Arrow Lakes area only 28 (l3.4%) nave n8t been completely des-
troyed. Of these the active flood 
zone of the Arrm•i Lakes Eeservoir. r,,~ 0 renaining 12 ( 8%) are above 
the present high water level. ho,,;eve::-, the co~d.ition of many of 
these archaeological sites is s~ch, 0~at the sites are of little or 
no scientific value. Let, us exar.:iine tr:.es sit.e.s in a little.more 
detail. 
First of all, it s~st be rer:.e::=ioered that archaeological 
sites are not all t~e sane. This is 2 very iill~ortant point which 
rnust be considered when evaluating the over2ll impact of development 
on the archaeology of the Arrow I,.e.kes area. Archaeological sites 
may be classified in":.o different act-i-.rivy areas, and in the diS:Cus-





8 .1 Inundated Archaeological 3i:c e::: ~:.-it.~ A Small Percentage Intact 
Sixteen archaeologic::.~ sites ( 10 .5%) of a total o.f 152 fall 
into this category .. They may 'be classified as .follows: 
10 Habitation sitss: 
1 Pictograph site: 
1 Burial site: 
4 General Activity 
~-~1 - ~-q- 2 n·Q1 7 .;.,2.c;;_:J., lJl ·.1.: , l : , 
n:~ -i n·n~-1 DkQ -5 ...., - "":::1 • ...,.. , J ""''"'·. - ' _m. , 
D:::;n: 41, EaQl: 4. 
DiQl:14, 
DlQm: 23, 
sites: .D:b..~m:20, DkCJTI:23, EaQ.1:9, EaQm:2~ 
• •, ~: O>• , C ,, .'':_:.:.C,;w:~~:;,::::\:~~~~-\2.~,i;!~-_-!~~:;~ .: ~~ 
0.f these 16 sites, .further sc:.2?lir~ ~as only been recommended .for 
1 site, DkQm:5. With the resainder, either such a small percentage 
remains intact that salvage Leas~res ~ould be impractical or the 
surface structure and -7-c-.::,_,._J•-i::> has been so altered 
that the sites are of litt~e or ~s s2ie~tific value. For remarks 
and reco::i.mendations on in~i~i~~a~ s~~es, refer to the 'Archaeolog-
ical Site Inventory Table: 2.::-_::. ~::s ??..s.:::o.::-cSi::nd2.tion 1 section of this 
report., 
8 .. 2 Archaeological Sites A"-:),:7e ==:'::~ ?..ese!"'voir High Water Level 
Twelve archaeologi~=~ s~~~s ~3%} of a total of 152 .fall 
into this category. They ::a-.- be classified as .follows: 
7 Habitation s:::.-:.es: .:..;:.'s-.c:::n:3, DiQ:1:15, DkQm:15, DkQm:17, 
:.::::.:;:i: 7, DlQm.: 21, DlQm: 3 2. 
4 C 
, .... acne sives: 
1 Pictograph si~e: 
=::. :_s: 19, DkC_m.: 11, DkQm: 16, 
:u=-•~2: 22. 
L"fost o.f these sites are 5C~; -:o lC:>:::•=; :..::it.2.c0. Ho,:rever, regarding the 
habitation sites: 2 are locatsi i~ areas presently under cultivat-
·. DkQ 7 7 d Dl r 3?. 7 . - ___ - I...' ·-·--vP,.~ on. l;::n_, .ri preQently owned by ion, ,., m:_ an _c::;-;1: -, - L:, -- • ~ -- , ..., 
B.C. Hydro but soon to be - ' ~e1..easeo. for private residential devel- -
opment > DiQm: 15; 1 is pre~2-:-io1.1sly located on the edge of a Depart-
ment of Highways gravel pit. on prope.:::-ty owned by B.C. Hydro, DlQm:7; 
2 are being extensively relic hunters, DiQm:3 and 
in no immediate dan-
ger, DlQm:21. 
None of the Cccne si~es is i~ imm.ediate danger of destruct-
ion. The Pictograp~ site, however, ap?ears.to have outlived its 
usefullness. It was re-pair:.ted by,whlt.es in the-19JQ) s •.. 
• - >" • '. -. :·. ·: - • .,.-:'~~;~·i ·_;:f·;·:·~··~~-)~}{\?:~-·)/f/i:~:i?.-~:.:~·-/(~~:::..~~;;:\.~:-~·:. . -
Because of the large scale-;~, rargelyc..un_"l'litigat ed destruction 
of most of the archaeological record;_.;i.n the Arrow Lakes area, a 
much greater value ~ust be attached to those prehistoric heritage 
sites still existing in t~e area. T::is is particularly essential 
for the habitation sites si-;:,i;.at,e-i. aocve the present high water 
level. With one except.io::, t.hese sit.es are threatened ·with des-
truction in the near future, a.,.,ri t.::= :r:ecessary steps should be 
taken to insure their preser7at.i0::. 'ifue::-e this is not possible, 
the sites should be excavated 2.ccordirrg t.o guide lines set down by 
the Archaeological Sites Ad"Iis0:-y 3-'.Jard. For further remarks and 
recommendations regarding t2e sites referred to, see the tArchaeo-






Upper Arrow Lake. 
Localities on the 
figure 4: Archaeological Si~es At✓ve nigh Water on the 
Upper Arrow Lake. It s~ou.ld be noted that only 
1 archaeological site re::::ains intact on the 
Upper Arrow Lake. 
figure 5: Recorded Archaeo~ogical 
Lower Arrow Lake. 
Localities on the 
figure_6:.._. Archaeological 3:ites Abcva E:igh Water on the · 
Lower Arrow· Lakec~}:L: It sbould- -be -.noted:: that only~-:--,\_,_ 
7 sites remain int-act O!: tbe"-Lower Arrow·Lake.··· ~----~ 
The remaining 4 sites a~e located on tbe Whatshan 
Lake, the Inonoaklin 3.i-ver, and Barnes Creek. . __ 
'pt : pictograph si-te 
'h' : housepit site 
t Ct : cache site 
































9 .O THE FORCES OF DESTRUCTION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES ON THE LAKES 
The main forces involved in the destruction of archaeolog-
ical sites in the Arrow Lakes region have been: water erosion, 
wind erosion, pre-reservoir cleari~g activities, post-reservoir 
development projects, and the ac~ivities of local collectors. To 
understand their effects, let us ex2..:-:rine each -in a iittle more. 
detail. 
9.1 Water Erosion 
• , r :·' 'c ~-- • ~ ~ ;:;: ~ •. • --: - - r .. ;.~ ~.~ /;- .,: __ ... _ .. ' .. :-:~~--:·-~ ·i::.' ::,,,·~-<:···<}~·7~: .. ~:>~~-:,~· •~'• ~>:~-r:!·' ' _. ~ '-:1~. ·,·: .,:.• -~>~ .-~~~·<:: . 
Water erosion has···been the '2osf-~'dest.ruct'ive· agent -in the -
erosion of archaeological sites. ;1ave action, ·annual reservoir 
level fluctuations, currents, seiches, 
.;:'·_-~.-. < ... ·' -·,---~ ·~·-, ":_.,_..,.:-"':'·· -.: ,,-
uncontrolled runoff and 
drainage, the abrasive -action .~f st~eao.s and - ice, · have all been 
factors which have affected archaeological sites on the Arrow Lakes. 
Wave action has affected shoreline archaeological sites 
through downcutting and abrasion. 'i'Z::.en combined with pondage water 
level fluctuations, wave action has affected considerable portions 
of various archaeological sites oy ~oving up and down the slope 
gradient of shoreline sites. 
Water thrown up on a s.c:.cre line runs back down 
a slope forCTing an un:iertow. This down-flowing 
water is met by the ne:rt, expiring wave, so that 
shifting shore materials are swept or rolled 
back and forth •••• DeDth of r.·mve action is of 
importance with rela~ion to site disturbance. 
It is sometimes stated t~at the maximum depth 
of wave action is equal to wave length while 
some feel this disturiJ2.:ice is equal to wave 
heio-ht.. The truth uro':)2.ol 0r lies between these 
ext;e~es.(Garrison,~1975, pp. 282-283)0 
One property of waves is that tiey are mainly wind generated, and 
















are often very large ( Arra-.,; ReserYoir Resource Study, 1975, p .. 115)., 
Reservoir level .fluctuations have subjected archaeological 
sites within the reservoir to an alternating pattern o.f exposure, 
inundation, exposure,. inundation, over an 8 year period until the 
sites have either been destroyed or the context of the sites so 
altered that they are presently of little or no use to archaeolog-
ists.. ~fost fluctuations. have oeen a result of spring and fall 
overturns; although seiches, localized periodic fluctuations occur-
ring -from rain and ).andsli{:i.es, ha-ve·-also- had affec~ on shoreline 
archaeological sites. This alternating pattern of inundation and 
exposure has affected archaeological sites in a number :of ways.. · 
Contextual transformatio~s have occurred from chemical reactionsi 
soil discolorations and features have been removed with leaching 
and weathering; organic Gaterials have been destroyed; oxidization 
and organic mixing of sediments 
exposed to wind, rain, and sun. 
occurred; and sites have been 
Pondage inundation studies conducted by E.G. Garrison in 
Arkansas in 1975 have revealed that three types of currents can 
affect archaeological sites. T e are vertical currents, horiz-
ontal currents, and returning currents. The most destructive are 
. h . .... - . . . ~ ' '"' . 1975 2°3 ) tne orizon~aL ana re~urning curren~s luarrison, , p. o .. 
Horizontal currents int Arro·,1 reservoir are generated mainly 
by river flo1-,r and wind. These currents have been particularly I 
dest,ructive on sites in 1 tbe :::;2:--rows' area betw·een Upper and Lower 




irm'ilediate zone of wave action. J._rcriaeological sites subject to 
return currer.ts are eitl:er cut 2·:ra:T witr1 current movement or built 
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up with sedinentation (Garrison, 1975, 9.201.;.}. 
Archaeological si-tes on the Arrow Lat:es located near stream 
and river inlets have been subject to alternating phases of 
sedimentation and downcutting. Sedimentation through active aluv-
ial siltation has occurred over b~oad areas during high water lev-
els. Sediment build up on sit-e localities during high water levels 
has affected the pattern of creek flow moderate and low 
·water levels.. Alterations in the pat.tern of creek flow have been 
Ed.Ql:l, DkQm:5, DkQm:12, and DkQ:::i:6 .. 
Exposed archaeological sites have been vulnerable to des-
truction through uncontrolled runoff and drainage. Channeled 
dmvncutting has occurred on • any sites and· so:::ie sites have been 
entirely ~,1ashed away .. : 2, :3, and - :9 are examples of 
sites where surface runoff nas been particularly destructive. 
Ice movement has had a direct affect on 5any archaeological 
sites, particularly those sites north Edgewood. South of Edge-
wood, the Lov;er Arrow Lake often free of ice throughout the 
winter. Ice movement has affected shoreline sites through direct 
surface abrasion. 
9.2 ·wind Erosion 
The main.affect of wind on archaeological sites has been 
the redeposition of sand. ~'!ind borne sand has created large sand 
drifts and, alternatively 1, has ex'8osed large ~ortions of various 
arcnaeological sites. c:. result, r..'lr:lerous lit:hic materials ha1re 
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0 3 c- · " .... · ·t· /• lear1ng nC~lVl 18S 
Pre-reservoir clearing act _ties destroyed large portions 
of many archaeological sites on t!le ?...rrow· Lak.es and were occasion-
ally responsible for the destruct of entire sites. The use of 
heavy machinery such as bulldozers, skidders, earthmovers, and 
large trucks on archaeological sites disturbed the surface struc-
ture and a ered the contex~ of -ces to the point where sites 
became of limited use to archaeo:ogists even before inundation 
occurred. R.e.:noval-of the forest cover. and.::clear:i:ng of the surface 
stratum increased the rate of erosicn of inundated sites consid-
erably .. 
9 .4 Post-Tnundation Develo-:):1ent P:c:J.~ects 
Post-inundat-ion developm.en:t _;;rejects destroyed a number 
of archaeological sites on t construction of 
the nev-r terminal at Needles, -::_e construction of B,.C., H7dro 1 s 
povrer house north of l'Ieedles, t 
Nakusp, the resettlement of 
:::ew highway bet1rreen Faquier 
co~struction of the Celgar 
log dumps at Renata 1 arid creat:..o:!. a public swim.ming beach 
at Grassy Point, are but a 1. e1:·I 
archaeological sites not 
9.5 The Collectors 
th inundation 
ciirect-1:r 
~~e ?rojects which destroyed 
cted through inundation. 
_ o~-, ::.akes, the majority of arch-
l • 1 • ' ' >-- ~ pp ri L> t l ~ aeo-ogica_ sites rec ore.ea .1ave not o::iiy SU.L.1. ere..t .1..rom ne r. ore es 
. of erosion and ~re-reservoir c:ea act ties, but they have 
also been e)':uosed to the rar-ccio.::1 col:;..ect activit arti.:act 
hunters. It ':'1as ine,ritable t~:.st -:,:.. s should occur. 
Ten years ago there were onlv one or two collectors on the 
Arrow Lakes. As these individuals a,.,.,~ssed s:oall collections of' 
'arrowheads r and started sno,1ing then to ot~er local people, more 
people in turn became interes~ed in finding 'arrowheads'. Reser-
voir inundation :oade collectiI'-g 1 easy 1 and very trewarding' for 
those who had.the time to spend a day on t:he beaches and inundated 
foreshore areas. Today there ay,e probably well. over 100 active 
local collectors on the Lakes._ 
Sooe of ~hese collectors ~avs now assenbled collections of 
a considerable size. To cite a few eY..a:r::rples: . Keith and Ellen Edgell 
of Edgewood B.C. have a very large, organized collection with 
about 2,000 catalogued pieces •. Ke:. an.d :1a.rvel Milne, also of 
Edgewood, have a f2.irl7 ;,rell oTganizec. ccllectio:i with some\·rhere 
between 3,000 - 4,000 pieces. - t Eotn of Castlegar also has a 
very large collection--unfortu~ately catalog,..1ed--of somei.•rhere 
between 5,000 - 7,000 pieces. The collect.ion 1;,ras originally 
much larger. In 1975, the Edgells conat over 4,000 catalogued 
pieces to the Provincial Iiiuseu:n in Viet :•ri2. The figures I mention 
will hopefully give the reader an the nUDber of pieces that 
have so far washed out of arc:::aeologice.l·s:.tes on. the Arrow Lakes. 
These figures do not include ~he te~s 0~ousaLds of uncatalogued 
1 flakest and 'chipping detritus' in t~e possession of these collect-
ors. A partial list of local collec'tc::-s appears in the appendix 
of this report. 
:,Iost art ifs.ct hunt e:::-s obt.a:in t .! ,...,. collections through sur-
face collecting artifacts on vras~:ed o::.-:::, and wind blown archaeolog-
•· 
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fcal es.. However, a few· have no:,; st ed 'diggingt, intent on 
obtaining large ir:1pressive collections i~'Jediately; believing this 
to be the most efficient and prociuctive way of retrieving tgoodT 
pieces •. Over the course of' time, local collecting activities have 
become highly co:ipetative and fellm·, collectors are nm"l looked 
upon as a potenti threat tc one a:r:other. Unfortunately, arch-
aeologists coming into the area are en looked upon in this same 
regard.. With such competativeness, r.:.any rnew' collectors are 
neither lling to inform, arcb.aeologi o-f ,, the-
finds, nor allow· archaeologists access to their collections. Hany 
collectors fear the archaeologists eventually 'expropriate' 
their finds. Consequent . ' , -c..::ere is o.:ten a commu.nication break-
dovm bet1ir.een ·archaeologists and cal collectors. 
The manner ·which local c:- ectors a:-.1ass their collections 
is worthy of me::itioning. r:-re1~ 1 cc ...:.12"ctors, those \~ho have been 
collect 
they 
for 3 ye~rs or less, are 
; sorn.et 
e~ selective about what 
sc"'etimes out ignorance. 
'Arrowheads 1 , being nost recognizable of' the Indian artifacts, 
have beco::ie :-:-iain objects - searches. Other r new 1 col-
lectors, bring home anything and evs~ything that might resemble a 
foreign rock on the beach. One collector showed us a collection 
rocks that she had collect ~~d classified as game stones, 
dog stones, massage stones, and, odilv enough, sex stones. (I 
leave to the reader to se es of stones looked 









portant pieces are often left on inundated archaeological sites by 
those who are 'type' searching and (2) the original location of 
artifacts is not remembered by those who have a collection of any 
numerical size and bring home teverythingt~ Those collectors who 
are selective in the types of artifacts they collect and who have 
small collections, usually remember the exact location of each and 
every artifact in their possession. 
During the courre of the project, we tried educating several 
local collectors as to:propef-c 
those with fairly large collections. An alphabetic-numeric system 
was proposed as a temporary procedure for-recording artifact locat-
ions. For example, for sites vis~ted.by collectors in the Burton 
area we suggested assigning t::e desigr:.ation: tB t, for the Edgewood 
area: 'Et, fort l{akusp area: 
collected in these areas we 
'N', etc. For specific sites 
sted numbers be assigned to each 
site according to various sche~es. Thus, 7 Braceys 1 might be given 
the designation: TElr, McCombes eld: c. We then· informed 
collectors how to label artifacts according to this system using 
ink and clear nail polish. Two local collectors, Keith Edgell and 
Harvel Milne, both of Edgewood, had developed a similar system prior 
to our visit to the Arrow lakes. 
The end result of a~ateur collecting has been: 
( 1) The total surface re!I!.ova.l of artifacts from 
selected disturbed sites. 
(2) Negligib to moderate destruction of existing 
archaeological sites through digging activities. 
(3} Desire to go to otner parts of the province to 
collect. 
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(4) Sale of artifacts collected. 
The removal of artifacts fro~ disturbed sites is probably 
the least harmful of the points I 
beneficial to archaeologists if 
listed above, and, can be 
are educated as to the 
proper methods of recording site locations and proveniences for 
those artifac~s they do remove fros ~sturbed sites. A few col-
lectors, ho;•rever, h_av,::, talren uno~_.,. r.hA_-:.-r o••rn inH·iati·ve to dicrr:r1.·ng _ • _ n_ ___ _ --- - - ,·, - .)... V - '"":00 ,. 
sites. 
When archaeologists' arriYed i!i..""1967, it 
was to salvage a few archaeological sites threatened with post-in-
.,_ ·'. -· 
undation destruction. These archaeclogists 'dug' in various local-
ities on the La;:ces to obtain their. cata. Some local people have 
followed the ezs.mple of these arc~aeologists and have since started 
digging to amass their collec~ions. Their digging is becoming a 
very serious problem. 
Although most digging occurs on archaeological sites lying 
within the active flood zone--sites which have been destroyed with 
inundation--so..-ne digging has occu:::-::-'ed oa those sites which were 
undisturbed by reservoir flooding. '""his is where the problem be-
comes serious. Where there ·were o:'.:lce over 150 archaeological sites 
on the Lakes, there are now only 9 sites which are wholly or part-
ially intact above the present hign water level on the Lakes. For 
the regional area this figure can be increased to 12. Of these 
remaining archaeological sites there are only 5 prehistoric hab-
itation sites. One of these sives hss bee~ partially cultivated; 
another is o~ nd that is soon to oe subdivided and developed; a 





pit; the remaining two sites have bee::1 subject to the continual 
digging of relic hunters.. These sites must be protected and meas-
ures must be taken to ensure their preservation. If this is not 
possible, then these sites should be excavated before they are 
destroyed beyond salvage. The s20es I refer to are DiQm:3 and 
DkQm:15. 
The third and fourth points I ne:::tioned above are still in 
their early stages. Only a few collec~ors are interested in col-
_ . ., ~ .;;- ~ ---
is also the case with those who are selling,· or intend on selling, 
artifacts. Unless preventative measures are-taken, these problems 
. -
coul~ have serious long terr:2 consequences. 
In conclusion, the exposure of archaeological sites and the 
washing out of artifacts with poncage inundatior: has ultimately 
resulted in producing a large n'..1.2:ier of new collectors in the Lakes 
area. These collectors have, over wise, started potting the few 
sites that still exist on the Arroti Lakes. This is a serious prob-. 
lem for the archaeology of the are.a. If we ever hope to get a more 
complete picture of the prehistor-7 of the Lakes area 1 these sites 
must be protected. 
Ttfhat I suggest is that the Provincial I::useum and the Provin-
cial Archaeologistst Office initiate a progra• creating an Archaeo-
logical Society for the Lakes District. Through such a society, 
local collectors could be informed of archaeological legislation, 
proper collecting methods and catalog1.1eing ;,rocedures. I,foreover, 
a warden should be appointed for the a.rea. on ter:ns concurrent with 
that prograr~ initiated by tne ~rchaeclogical Si~es ridvisory Board. 
I t 
I f I !' 
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l O • 0 T HE .l.fil A CT S 
A lengthy analysis of Arrc:•r Lakes lithic material has been 
written by Chris urnbull in his Doctoral thesis presented to the 
University of Calgary· no·:; avail-~ole ·through 1-iercur.r Publications. 
Therefore, I will not reiterate 
the Arrow Lakes tool ind,.:.str.r. 
they were uresented to us in the 
below the photographs, sketches, 
artifacts illustrat 
has already been said about 
I present the artifacts as 
Brief descriptions appear 
in the slide catalogue. The 
liciU~fa1ids we 0 6bsef-yed · 
while in the field. I have attempted to assemble a cross section 
of the artifact types we observed. {See. Plates rr·:_ YXV) In 
writing this report, there was not enough time to do a lithic 
analysis of stylistic conDarisor-s th artifact types of other 
areas. Possibly this wi 1 appear a~ a later date. 
Figure: 7 







Pipes were. rly co~on the Interior Plateau in the 
late prehis::.o:ric period. "'his n:_~este~ frag::nent was found on arch-
aeo cal site: i) l 1~:1 : 2 t:) • It is - ... t:le private collection of 
i:Iarvel 
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Microblades and microblade cores are illustrative of a special-
ized blade technology: a technology of mass production. They are 
found on both the Interior Plateau and the Columbia Plateau. No 
samples were r3corded in the Arrow Lakes area prior to 1977. The 
















cores); provenience of the micro blades is not kno'li,-n. The micro-
blades were observed in the Bdgell collection. 






Graphite beads are rarely found on the Arrow Lakes. The only 
beads so far observed are those in the Edgell collection; found on 
2 lower level archaeological sites in the Narrows area between the 
Upper and L.0:..-er Arrow Lakes. me source of native graphite is 
believed to be Galena Bay. The sites on which these beads were 
GRAPHITE B~ADS 
CM 2 4 
found are as follows: 
Top Row: EaQl: , 3aQl:14, EaQl:14, EaQl:14 





Prior to 1977, f e;,1 beads or penctar.:t;.s were .found on the 
Arrow Lakes •. The examples sh.ow~ here 0 • .rere surface collected from 
washed out archaeological sites. T are presently in the Edgell 
collection. The sites on ,;,;hich the beads and pendants were .found 
are listed belm·r. 
Figure:.10 · 
CM 2 4 
Top Rm-;: SaQl: 2, :SaQl: 2, :9 
Bottom Row: • l 1 ... ~_,.., :14 
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OF .:1.FFECTING INUNDATED SITES 
Archaeological sites in an inundated pondage will be af-
fected differentially by the forces of erosion according to site 
location and elevation within a pondage. Archaeological sites 
within an active flood zone will be subjected to more dynamic 
destructive forces than those located just. below the active flood 
zone; and those situated near the bas~l level of a pondage will be 
affected even less. E.G. Garrison, in a study of archaeological 
; .... ', 
"·•·.··;_:-_,-,,. -., 
resources in an Arkansas pondage, const:ructeda?m6d.e'i whereby 
archaeological sites w~re categoriz according to thermal zones. 
These zones, which occur in all reservoirs, 
(1) the Active Zone 
( 2) the Transitional Zo?:_'::: 
(3) the Static Zone 
1 ·"' .:: 1975 2.-l-, ~ l,_;-arrJ..son, , p. 0.1-1 
Dynamic pr~cesses affecting archaeological sites are most 
destructive in the Active Zone. , currents, seiches, ice 
~ovement, chemical process~s, leaching and the other dynamic pro-
cesses are more active in ~ s za~e t in the Transitional and 
Static zones. Currents and sedime~tation are the principal pro-
cesses affecting arc~aeological sites in the Transitional Zone. 
3iochemical processes are reduced erosion is not as extensive 
as in the Active Zone. Che::nical processes predominate in the 
atic Zone but their effect is _igible when compared with 
either the Active or Transitional zo~e. lrchaeological sites 
located in the Sta0ic Zo~e have the ~est chance of preservation. 
D£ri¥Wli PP BE ¥ RSiifiW- f t !!llb -~------------------·- -
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The depth of each of these zories will var:r from reservoir 
to reservoir according to seasonal te::iperat.ure changes. In the 
summer mont , the Active Zone may reach a depth of 10 meters; 
while in the winter months the zone oay only reach a depth of 1 
or 2 meters. Accordingly, the depth and e of the Transitional 
Zone will be reduced in the winter months and that of the Static 
Zone will be increased. 
reservoirs ·where annual fluctuations in water levels 
occur, zone levels will ;move<up -and. down,:/t:_he:fsitope".gradi,ent.·.;, .... As 
a result, many archaeological sites will be subjected to the al-
-- .. 
ternating processes oft various zones depending on the season. 
Conversely, some s es will not be subjected to the destructive 
processes of the various zones depenc.ing on site location and 
elevation within the reservoir. 
The preservation and ad2inistration of archaeological re-
sources is contingent on understanding ·what will happen to archaeo-
logical sites once inundation occurs. Thus, understanding the 
dynamic processes of the various zones and monitering their effects 
on selected archaeological es the inundation phase of 
future water resource development proj s would be of considerable 
value archaeological resource studies. On the Arrow Lakes, 
these types of studies were not conducted as oost inundated s 






nrnr-rnAT IOH STUDIES 
In British Colu.:nbia a large r:..u;:iber of archaeological sites 
have been subjected to long te~m inur:cation. In the future, an 
ever increasing number of archaeological sites will be subjected 
to inundatio~ as 1:-;ater resource development projects continue., 
With this in , the necessi-t.:;y o:: developing an extensive pro-
grazn .for the protection and arh-,i "!'listration o.f archaeological re-
sources threatened 'iriundatioq:-:ci.s:1imparat:iv..~anr.i,~,long~;.overdue ... 
, -~-J.>:.<~-~-:-1<.:Cf\;:_,-.-_:~'" - --.-. i"':!· ·,·" -~:~~-t:.;:-·.~- . 
igative CTeasures to e ha~e concentrated on pre-inun-
dation surveys of areas to be affected by water resource development 
projects and salvage excavations of portions of a few archaeological 
sites. These measures , hcwevs::-, are inadequate. Below I 
g~a~ for archaeological re-
sources in areas t~-
Futu~e in~ndation st~G~es involying archaeolpgical resour-
ces should be conducted i::;wo st es: 
?re-I:n.u~da~ i o~::.. 
( 2) 
12 .1 Pre-Inundation l•Iiti~at:.i.cr:. :.re2sures 
Studies in ~he ?re-Inundat~Qn S~age should include: 
( ., ' .L} 
(2) 
( 3 ) 
~n inven~ory of 2~c~aeological sites in the 
area to ~e e~. 
Archaeolo.gi~al 




si~e classification and examin-
b~tional relationships between 
of sites according to the thermal 







(4) Studies of current 
and shoreline st& 
er:ns, water movement , 
(5) Specific sites should be selected for study in 
the Post-InundatioE based on site type> 
location, and zone Selected 
sites should be nap? and surface collected 
prior to inundation and as -permanent bench-
mark should be nlaced into each site selected 
for mapping references in the·Post-Inundation 
phase. Select s~0es should be tested, soil 
samples removed, and levels recorded. 
(6) Experiment protect devices should be tested 
on select archaeological es. Various types 
.covers -and;{barriers.-,cou:ld.~-be"'iu:tiTized·~:::,;,,S~tes, · 
or portions of tes, could be capped with: 
{a) rock 





Barriers could erect on areas of sites ·where 
the great est da;;1age ·,·,as expect to occur.. These 
could be ccnstructed using: 
{ a ) s e.na. oags 
{b) rock 
( C) CO!':Cre-te 
(d) wooi 
( 7) 1·lherever possible, es should be hand cleared 
or left uncleared. The use bulldozers and 
other heavy __ ., _ in_pre-inundation clearing 
activiti s~ou~Q oe avoi~ed .. 
(8) Salvage excavation of selected sites. 
12. 2 Post-Inund,ation I,;fi tiga:tion :Iee.su.res 
-Ir1undation St studies should include: 
(1) Re-survey of 
levels. ~ 
ed es exposed at low water 
( 2) Studies of curre::.t terns, ·water movement, and 
ice 2over:1ent during high and low· water levels G 
( 3) Recording and ~ering subsurface saturation 
levels, PE levels) si ation rates, and weathering 





Systematic surface collection of pre-selected 
s:Ltes during earl~r t::id later stages of inundation~ 
Excavation of capped sites, if and when oppor~un-
ity allowed. 
· Should these · procedures he f ollm,red, preservation and adminis.trat-
ion of archaeological resources in the province would be enhanced 
considerably. 
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Future -stud.y require.:n.er:t.s and reco,.:-i8endations for the 
Arrovr Lakes area have been outlined in the various sections of 
this report and in the r.A_rchaeological 3ite Inventory Table 1 • 
This section of the report has been included for the purpose of 
summarizing these recoomendations. ~ecom8endations will be in-
eluded under the .:follovring headings: 
r , ) 
\ ..L Intact archaeological sites above the present 
h . ' .... - -ign waver" ..i_eveJ. 
-
(2) Inundated c.rchaeological sites with. a small 
percentage intact 
(3) Otner archaeological sites 
(4} Areas to be surveyed in the future 
(5) Recor:::unendations concerning private collectors 
To fulfill tr:e reco"--::::2end2.t.:.c::s I 1-~ave ou_t.lined below, 
it would be necessary to e.:rploy a t,ea:: o~ arc2.ae-:)logist.s for at 
least one • ore field season. 
13 .1 Intact 
Level 
DiQIJ.:15 
Sites Present High 1'lat er 
?art of this site s~o~~u oe excavated as soon 
as possible as re:ic i~nters are systematically 
destroying tie site. ~he site should also be 
'"'OS-'- 0 a' ~o rc,or r;:::,:~c r,•,nt 0 rs p-rom diP-P-l.IlP" on !--' v._ '.J ......i:.--v.._. _ _ ....., ____ u. __ .....-_ - _1 oo -o J. 
the site a~d should be carefully watched by an 
Archaeological ~arden. The high elevation of 
the site wa::-rants research before the site is 
totally destroyed. 
This site should be excavated extensively before 
B.C. Hvdro releases t.he pro-oer:.v on which the 
site is situated for private residential develop-
ment. An ~lternative O?tio~ would be government 
Durc~ase of 0~e nrcnertv 00 ens~re its nrotection 














This site s20uld be Dar~iallv excavated before 
it is destroyed by local collectors. The site 
was.posted in Julv of 1977 and the uresent owner 
has nut ba:r::ied WiTe around the one feature on 
the site. :~he owner of the DroDerty on which 
the site _is locat.ed, Keith Edgell, is presently 
73 years old and h2s given his personal consent 
to archaeolcgists wisGi!lg to excavate the site. 
Future property 0T1mers may not be as cooperative 
a!ld 2ay wish. to alter the land on which the site 
is located. 
The site area surrounding the one feature on this 
site shoul·i b·e tested.. 
,-~--t--
Dlo 7 '""' n · - ~ --· ' b 7 ·t h. h _ .m: 1 ne uepan;:rrent- o.OI _ nignways., ~as at-grave:.... _pi w ic. __ 
is on- the -per±meter,c c:f·' this~i'sit'e :,,and ·'may eventually 
destroy the t:.wo re.:naining features on the site 
through expansion. F2rt of t:0.e site has already 
been destroyed _wi'th constru.ction of the gravel s 
pit. This site should be posted and fenced. The 
Department of 2igh-;~ays should be notified of its 
location .both at Departmental and- Local levels .. 
DlQm:32 This site area sicu~d 8e eztensively surveyed in 
tc.e early- s~~i~g er l2~e fall as the site area 
is under cu:~ivati8~ a:::d access to the site area 
~ay only ce o~tained at this tine. Test excav-
ations shou~d also be con~ucted on the site~ 
No recorrrmendations were give::: for )_rchaeol0gical Sites: DlQm: 21, 
DlQm: 22, DkQm: 16, DiQm: 19, a::.:.d :;c~l: 2, as these sites are under 
no immediate threat of destruct:ion. Re.:er to Figures 3,.4,5,and 
6 for site locations. 
13 .2 Inundated A~chaeolozic:::.l Sites ~'Tith A S:rrall Percentage Intact 
DiQl :3 
DiQm:4 
This site stould be visited to determine the effects 
of water erasicn on tie pictograph panels. 
7he greater ~art. of t~is site has been destroyed 
with inundation. 'Two features, however, have been 
Dartially ccvered over vrith sa!ld and silt. One of these-fea--cures ::;re7iously served as a rock dump 
for local farmers.- Consequently, erosion of this-
feature tas been ~~nioal as the circular cultural 
de-oression ,·,as uni::ter::tionally t capped r. The 
seCond fea01.1~e t·1as or~l:.r partially·· exposed. Being 









most of the depression has been covered with a 
2 meter laver of si~t and sand. The location of 
both features below ~~e sand enbankment on the 
site ensures that both features will eventually 
b d ~ ~, , . . ~ t f . , e covere Irom vne comainea ~ac ors o wina, 
water movement, and human activity. The site 
was partially excavated by Chris Turnbull in 
1967. I have reco.:::J:1ended that the 2 remaining 
features be left u...~disturbed. 
The site area of this archaeological site should 
be visited to deter:ri.ne.its condition. 
Test excavations on this site during the 1977 
field season revealed 30 cm. of cultural material 
on. the site.~, .. (Tile one .. remaining_featurecon .. the 
site can be seen on··-the cover:photograph~) 
Further excavation or sampling of the site should 
be conducted wit~in ~he neA~ 2 years. 
This recent burial site of 14 persons should be 
salvaged before it is entirely destroyed. The 
Vernon Indian Ba~d has requested excavation of 
the human remains on ~te site for re-interrment 
and relocation in Vernon. 
rto recorrm1endations were given for J..rc:-.2.sological Sites: Dl·c1- 7 ~ . -, 
DiQl: 2, DiQl: 4; DkQ:::i: 20, Dk-;-;,~: 23; D:iC;:i: 23, DlQm: 41, EaQl: 4, EaCe:l :9, 
and EaQm:2. These sites have bee~ ces~royed beyond salvage. 
13¢3 Other Archaeological Sites 
DiQn: 14 Survey of the site area should be conduct.ed. 
DlQm:16 An exanination of t~e site area should be conduc-
ted. 
13.4 Areas To Be Surveyed In The ?~~ure 
A number of areas not exa.::iir.ed during the 1977 field 
season which should eventually be surveyed for archaeological sites 
include: 
( l )~ T-ne h · ' ... - ~ _ .ign verraces Wes~ 
the Lower Arrow Lake. 
cf Burton on the vrnst side of 






(3) The TBig Ledge! area west of Nakusp on the west side 
of_ t.he Upper Arrow Lake. The survey of this area 
would have to be conducted in the fall in September/ 
October. 
( 4) T.he Johnson Creek, Sunchine Creek, Hutchison Creek, 
Gladstone Creek, Hannah Creek, Cha~pion Creek and 
Deer Creek areas on the Lower Arrow Lake. 
( 5) The West Demars area on the Upper Arrow Lake. 
(6) The Fosthall area on the Upyer Arrow Lake. 
13.5 Recommendations Concerning Private Collectors 
In the report I have -suggested :that the_ Provinci~l Museum 
- '··/:,:;_,,,.,:::•;,:• . : :.,~•:,_,,3:;.~!t,: .:.-.J :.,;,;.· .,_. 
and the Provincial Archaeologistsr Office initiate a program 
creating an Archaeological Society for the Lakes uistrict. Through 
such a society, local collectors could be informed of archaeological 
legislation, proper collecting methods and cataloguing procedures. 
Moreover, a warden should be appointed for the area on terms con-








Very little of the archaeological record has survived g 
years inundation of the Arrow Lakes. Erosion of archaeological 
sites has been extensive, bat water erosion has not been the only 
factor involved in the destruction of archaeological sites. Pre-
reservoir clearing activities, wind erosion, post-reservoir de-
velopment projects, and the activities of relic hunters have also 
been significant in the destructio::: cf sites. 1'!hat has survived 
comes to us 
• -~·:,"" . _c.. ··>--""----· 
in vne ~orm of collections 
records and materials removed by archaeologists from salvage ex-
--
cavations conducted between 1966 and 1969, photographs and drawings 
·of pictographs, and the preservation. o= a handful of archaeologica:l 
sites located above the press~~ higi ~ater level. 
However, -;::'."ivate collections cr-e of little scientific value 
beyond possible stylistic co~uariso2s with the established chron-
ologies of _,_, . ovner regions. Unioue a::C culturally diagnostic pieces 
which have been removed from their cort:ext and appear in private 
collections can only lead to postu:::.2t::.Jn and speculation about the 
past. Questions 2ay never be 2-ns'/ie::--e:i if the context has under-
gone a radical transformation and ~se ~esource has been destroyed. 
I-fore over, our present knm-rl e;:i_ge of Arro-:.·r Lakes prehistory 
has come from excavations conducted be~ween 1966 and 1969 on 11 
archaeological sites. The percentage ra~io between site areas 
excavated, and the ~otal archaeological si0e area for each site 
excavated, va~ied between 1:1ese percentages will 
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result, archaeologists and histori~ns will never be able to re-
construct a detailed picture of the prehistory of this part of the 
province. They will have to piece together what they can from the 
few sites·remaining above the prese::it high water level. And what 
of these sites? 
From a present total of 152 archaeological sites recorded 
in the Arrow Lakes area> only a dozen sites remain partially or 
wholly intact. Approximately 140 sites have been destroyed;: which 
means a 92% loss of the 0 arch~~olog1ca1X?J-~ourc~ ·fairfhe 'a;~-~-. -. 
Cultural activities now threaten 7 of these remaining sites. Un-
less these sites are preserv-ed, this would increase the overall 
resource loss to 97%. These remaining sites should be preserved 
if at all possible. vlhere this is :r:.ot possible, the sites should 
be exte~sivelv excavated. 
I 
~ I : 
i 
;:.. 
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KEY TO THE ARCHA30LO'JICAL SITE INV~NTORY TABLE 
Refers to site location according to the Borden site 
designation schema. 
DESIGNATION: Previous designations are of two types: (1) an alpha-
betic-numeric system; for example: C6, which lists 
designations assigned sites by the most active of the 
local collectors; Keith and Ellen Edgell of Edgewood 
B.C. This scheme has been included to enable museum 
cataloguers to co-ordinate· the 'Edgell" scheme with 
'Borden' designations fer purposes. of artif·act clas= 
sification. Yne Edgells have donated over 4000 art-






a very large0 • collection-~:;~rt2l a;;;temporary .9-lPhabetic 
scheme,: .for' example :7 TA.:,'.'TB;Tc·o;:'et•:=:~;, which};ident:i:fies 
"in field' temporary si-te designa.tions assigned to 
newly recorded sites by me:nbers of· the Arrow Lakes 
Archaeological Su.,_--vey Crew. ··· · · · 
Site types are based en a classification system estab-
lished by the Provincial Archaeologists' Office. They 
are as follows: 
( l) . circular cultural depression 
(2) rectangular cultural depression 
(3) pictograph 
( 4} petroglyph 
( 5) petro.form 
( 6) burial 
(7) general activity 
(8) resource utilization 
{9} isolated find 
{10) ceremonial/myth 
For further infor::nation on Site Types, refer to the 
'Guide to the B.C. Archaeological Site Inventory Form' 
published by the Archa~ological Sites Advisory Board. 
This lists the percentage of each archaeological site 
that has not been destroyed. The figures listed are 
estimates based on field observation. An asteri~k(*) 
appears after sites not observed in the field. Tha 
percentages given .for sites not observed are based on 
information, wTitten and oral, given by persons who 
either observed or visited these sites. 
OBS~RVED: The year an archaeological site was last observed. 
ELEVATION 
~TSRS ASL: Elevation of archaeological site in Meters Above Sea Level, 
! . 
SITe PREVIOUS SITE % YEAR ELEVArrION 
NUMBfi:R DES IGNA'I'ION 'I'Y-PE INTACT OBSERVED ME: 'I'iRS . ASL REMARKS 
DiQl:l A2 1,7 1 1977 441 Site has been virtually destroyed with 
inundation. The one depression visible 
in 1973· was f:tlled with sand and silt 
when observed in 1977. The rim had 
been washed away. Wind and water e:r-
osion have exposed most of the· site 
making-:it a popular spot with local 
collectors. One local collector had 
removed: JOO projectile points and 15 
hund mauls from the site. Artifacts 
are water worn and many have been re-
deposited. Site is of little scian-
tific value. 
i r· 
DiQl:2 A2 1,7 20 197? 434 Sita h~'i:3 boon vj.rtually destroyed with 
inundation and tha construction of a 
t gra VG 1-,\pi t and access road. 'r.h(:) nite 
t F" :La oxpo~ad at low water. Ono fou t,ur0 \.,() 
I ill purcJ,ally :tnu1ct. . I ):-:-?· D .iJ~l: J .J ~?0 1961 l~21+. Sita wJi not, vlsJtod :ln 1977 but r<) cont phot~ogr,:~phiJ of the site showed that n two panels were :tntact. 
' ~~{.: . .. I 
1961 
·,1 ·: 
DiQl:4 A4 7 O* 421 Site h~:ij been destroyed with inundation. 
ii' f Some re.mnant l:lthic washout still oc-
curs on>;c,the site. :.I· !I ~ 
i,,.'' 'f\\• I i J ; 
i1 ' 
DiQl:5 7 o~~ 1961 421 Site has •. been destroyed with inundation. I ' 
, ,·•~1/~·1 
Ii •.· 
i • • 
DiQl:6 1,7 Q>:< 1973 434 Site ha·s been destroyed With inundation~ ;; ~ I I 
Some rernnant lithic washout on site & ., f !1 ,' I ;, 
-~:1t~ \. f 
DiQl:7 Al 1,7 5 1977 427 Site ha~ been virtually destroyed with 
i' t inundation. One feature is partially } 
:tntact.'J However, the site is of little , I or no scientific value as the entire 
, . , :~, l : 
t ', 
f' 




SI'I'E PREVIOUS SITE % YEAR ELEVATION 
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surface stratum has been removed with 
wind and water erosion. Some material 
wasBout still occurs on the site. 
' 
Site has been destroyed with inundation. 
It is a popular spot with local collec-
tors. Some remnant lithic washout still 
occ~rs on the site. ' ,.i 
SitJ has been destroyed with inundation. 
Site'has been destroyed with inundation. 
Th~~site area wus undor wator at the 
time of survey. 
Sit:;;has been dastroyediwi.th inundntion. 
"I_ 
Sitf has bean dest~royed with .inundnt:lon. 
,' \11 ' 
Sitt ~as exposed uftar resarvoir flood-
in;;pnd hua aince boen doatroyad, 
;Jli::; .. . 1 ' • • •• • 
Site:was exposed with roservoir flood-
ing!and has since been virtually des-
trtjyed. What appeared to be a feature 
on~the site was covered with over 3 
fe~~'.of ~ilt. Artifacts were found 
scattered over the surface of the site. 
Most·were water worn. Site is of 
li£tle scientific value. 
~,i,/_ 
:; ~J 
Site was exposed after reservoir flood-
ing~and has since been destroyed. 
• • ~ i' - I 
!',:,.. ' 
Excavated in 1967 by c; Turnbull. 
Site has since been destroyed with 
inundation and logging activities 




SI'I'E PREVIOUS SITE % YEAR ELEVATION 
NUMBER DESIGNATION TYPE INTACT OBSERVED METERS ASL RgMARKS -----------------















Features reported in 1973 were no long-
er visible in 1977. Some remnant 
lithic washout still occurs on the site. 
1977 457 Al~hough this site is largely intact; 
it is being systematically destroyed 
by local collectors, and pot hunters 
from the Castlegar area. The hi~h 
elevation of this site warrants re-
search before the site is totally 
destroyed. 
Hl~COMMl~ND: l~xc~VlHion o.f part of the si.to os soon 
e.n poErni ble. 
1977 430 The(greater part of this site has 
1977 
1977 
boon destro,yed wit,h inundnti.on. 'l'wo 
f.'oa ture s, howovo r, have bcrn n purU.o l ly 
covered over with oand and silt. Ona 
of :.thom~ foatures previously s0rv0d 
as·~· rock dump for local farmers. 
CoQ$&quently, erosion of these two 
feat~res h~s not been as extensive 
as 6n the rest of the site. The site 
was:\e.xcavated by C. 'I1urnbull in 1967. 
Watir and wind erosion will eventually 
cov~r the two remaining features, en-
suring their protection. 





Site has been destroyed with inundation. 
Site 'has been destroyed with inundation. 
Some.• remnant li thic washout still oc-
curs on the site. 
- ,· ---~~ -,-·----· -~-,-, .•• ~~--.. ,,>.~.->~?"~~~•""""T'"'-~~~~;~:;11:$~~.a~_,,4''-\'.~~-1 .• ·~ 
·~ 
SITE PREVIOUS SITE % YEAR ELEVA'I'ION 
NUMBER D8SIGNA'l1ION TY-PE INTAC'I' OBSERVSD METERS ASL REMARKS 
DiQm:7 
DiQm:g 














1,7 0 1977 
7 0 1977 
1,7 0 197? 
7 O 19?7 
1,7 '? 1967 





RE C Ol\1.MI!.: ND : 
443 
RECOMMEND: 
Site has been destroyed with inundation. 
Some washout of materials is expected 
in the future. 
Site has been destroyed with inundation 
and post-reservoir logging activities 
of Celgar Corporation. 
Site was exposed with reservoir flood-
ing and has since been destroyed. 
Somo future washout of rnateri.al is 
expod~ed to occur on the site. 
' ;t} 
Site has hoen dootroyed with inundation 
clt-Hn1b1g uct~Jvi.ti:ltHJ ,.rnct pro ... rotJorvcd.r 





Site hus been destroyed with inundation 
and clearing activities. Some future 
washout of materials is expected. 
~:):·! 
Condiflon of this site is not known 
altho•gh it is presumed destroyed 
with 1.:r.eservo:h1 flooding. 
Surve··~·+ of the site area. 
i."!~\, ',.' ) . ) ·' 
!This site is one of the few sites 
with ~ircular cultural depressions 
1' that i:$ still intact on this area of 
1 the Arrow Lakes. ·.However, it is on 
a parcel of land which is owned by 
B~C. Hydro and is soon to be released 
for .sale and private divelopment. 






SlTE PREVIOUS SITE 
NUMBER DESIGNATION TYPE 
















% i~AR ELEVATION 
INTACT OBSERVGD METERS ASL REMARKS 
100 1977 443 Hydro releases the property. For det-




















Site' has been destroyed with inunrJa tion. 
Site has been destroyed with inundation 
and road construction. There is some 
remnant lithic washout at low water 
lave +s. 
,\-'. 
Site!bas been reportedly destroyed 
withlinundation. 
,-,,;1j 
.\.) . . 
'.rhis'<'site is tntact and above the 
presi½t high water level, It is 
occas'. lonally used as a campslte 
but is under no immediate throat 
of destruction. 
'l1hi.~Y;:si.to hlls boe n part:lo lly 00 st,royed 
with:/inundation. It was reported that 
2 hoµ~epits were above the present . 
high''."water level on the south side of 
Sunshine Creek. We were unable to 
visitJthis site in the course of the 
fie ltH!:season. 
Surv~\r of the. area. described. 
,·~""--,~ "·, 
Site tas not visited in 1977. The 
pres~nt condition of the site is not 
knowrft. but is presumed destroyed with 
reservoir inundation. 'I'he si to was 
well :aro<ied in 1961 •. 
Site'was not visited in 1977. The 
present condition of the site is not 
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Survey of the site area. 
Presumed destroyed with inundation • 
t', i . • • 
Site nas been destroyed with inundation. 
Some remnant lithic washout still oc-
curs on tho site •. 
The ~!te has been destroyed with in-
undat,tono 'I'here is some material 
washing out on the site. 
Site has been destroyed with inundation. 
All s911 on the site has entirely washed 
away,qleaving the bedrock exposed. 
·h. . . 
Site bps been destroyed with inundation. 
Wava action and downcutting have dis-
turbeq,;1 most of the si.te. · Uncontrolled 
drainijga flow from t.he west has washed 
rnuch:,~t' t.his sit_e away. 'J1here are a 
largefnumber of historical artifacts 
on th~}i si.te. , 1 
0
1, ' ·,!,;(~~)~, ,_ , I , 
Site J1f,ls been destroyed with inundation~ 
Wave t~tion and downcutting have des-
troyesf} .. most of this site. Uncontrolled 
drainage flow from the west has washed 
away mµch of the site. 'There are a 
large 1\'p.umber of historical artifacts 
on th~j site. 
This ~ite has been virtually destroyed 
with ipundation. Water erosion through 
wave a ct ion and down cut ting have ooe n 








SI'I'E PRE:VIOUS SITE % YEAR ELEVATION 
NUMB8R Dl~SIGNA'I'ION TYPE INTACT OBSERVED ME'I'~RS ASL REMARKS 
DkQm: 5 ~3 
(cont'd) 
DkQm: 6 E5 
DkQm: 7 E5 
















the northern, eastern, and southern 
boundaries of the site. Redeposition 
of sand and gravel on the site has 
been extensive. This is largely a 
result· of reservoir level fluctuations, 
but wind drift has also been significant 
in this regard. 1~o features have been 
entirely destroyed by wind and water 
erosion. One feature on the site was 
destroyed with the former construction 
of Br~cey' s hotel. 'Phe site wos 
excav~ted by c. Turnbull in 1967 and 
has been the most popular spot with 
local\collectors for the past 10 years. 
The site is exposed at low water. 
During the 1977 survey, 4 test pits 
we.re dug on the s:i.te. Although the 
surface stratum has been ent:l.roly r0-
1novc;1d by erosion, 30 cm of cultural 
matorial remain on parts of the site. 
F'urtber sampling or excovation of 
the ~!te within the next 2 years. 
\ •f}))j\;( . 
Site· :pas been destroyed with inun<iation. 
The mijor factors involved have been 
fore~hore clearing, water and wind 
erosion. Logs, tree stumps and rocks 
now cover the entire site area. 
Site has been destroyed with inundation. ,, :})\ : 
Site has been destroyed
1 
with inundation. 
11 ' . 
Site has been destroyed with inundation. 
Some remnant lithic washout still oc-
curs on the site. A microblade core 
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SITE PREVIOUS SITE 
NUMBER DESIGNATION TYPE 
DkQm: 10 TA 9 
DkQm:11 'fB 
DkQm: 12 El 
. DkQm: 13 E2 

















METERS ASL REMARKS 
448 Site was exposed with reservoir flood-
ing aqd has since been destroyed. 
Establishment of a park and road con-
struction have been the major factors 






This,site is under no immediate threat 
of destruction. ,'rhe site, however, 
is slowly eroding on its south em-
bankrn~nt where it borders Eaglr:? Creek. 
,/,, 
.!_\,, 
Si to 'fias b0e n destroyed with inundation. 
Wata,ri}arosion on this site has been 
a.x.teriiive. '['he forces involved have 
bean.~~ve action and alterations in 
tho p~ttern of flow of 8agle Creek. 
Wave action has been most destructive 
on th~ eastern boundary of the site 
while'Eagla Creek hes token itD toll 
on the northern portion of the site. 
Wind erosion has also had an effect 
on t~i.) site r Large sand drifts and 
alternating bare patches have alter-
nativ,1y,9ovarod and exposed large 
portigns,of the site. Moreover, the 
$OUthi~n periphery of the site and a 
large~portion of the western portion 
of th~ site havs been destroyed due 
to extensive bulldozer activity. 
I-<_•, - • 
,. {] '. ' , . 
Site ,.n~s been destroyed with inundationo 
:,,·" 
Site h·~s been destroyed with inunrJation. 
Some fiiture washout of materials is 
expected on the site. 





SITE PREVIOUS SITE % YEAR ELEVATION 
NUMBER DESIGNATION 'I'YPE INTACT OBSERVED METERS ASL REMARKS 
DkQ.m:15 E6 
D lcQ.rn: 16 'I'C 
D kQm : 1 7 TD 





















The site is one of a few to be found 
above the present high water level. 
The site has been thouroughly surface 
collected by local collectors. Only 
one of two circular cultural depressions 
remains intact. 'I'he other was destroyed 
with the placement of a trailer home. 
Two holes have been dug in the center 
of th$ remaining feature by local 
collebtors. Future potting of the 
site -'is inevitable. -
Rl~COMMl~ND: Excavation of the site before it 







The site is intuct and under no immed-
iate 'threat of destructlon. It is 
slowly eroding on its south embankment 
where\it borders Eagle Creek. 
' tt/t. 
,,._. 
The. aroa surrounding the one feature 
on the site has been. cultivated ex-
tensi~aly. The feature itself is 
intac'tl although it has been partially 
fillid. It is presently being used 
as a jarbage dump by property owners. 
The s:i.te area has been greatly dis-
turbed and is presently under cul-
tivation. 
'r1he site arof.l is presently under 
cultivation~ 
The site has been virtually destroyed 
with inundation and pre-reservoir 







DkQm: 20 TG ,E4 
(cont'd) 
DkQm: 21 TH ,E31 
DkQm: 22 TJ ,E5 
DkQm: 23 TL 














subsurface soil coloration was noted 
on the site to a depth of 20 cm where 
test pits l·mre excavated. One flake 
was removed at a level 20 cm below 
the surface. 'I'his may have been re-
deposited. Site is on land presently 
owned cby B.C. Hydro. 
The site has been destroyed with 
inund~tion and the previous construct-
ion q.f; the townsi te of . 'Old Edgewood' • 
Some·temnant lithic washout. on the 
site /~s expected •. i' · 
), 
Site h~s been destroyed with inundation. 
A bicdnically drilled fishweight was 
found 6n the site. Some remnant lithic 
washo~t on the site is expocted in the 
future. 
t~•:.j· 
Site ;:~~s exposed with inundation and 
has si~ce been destroyed. A large 
riumbef}of artifacts have been found 
on th~~site by local collectors in-
9ludipg a number of core tools. Some 
future!washout of artifacts on the 
~ite ig:_expected. , 1 .• 
Site J:,~ exposed with inundation and 
'11 · 
has sip.ca been destroyed. Some rem-
nant lithic washout will occur on the 
site in~the future. 
' ' ! ' ... ,',',.; 
Site h~~: been destroyed with inundation. 
There is some remnant li thic washout 
on the'site at the present time. Road 
construction and river beacons also 
·contributed to the destruction of the 
natural topography. 
SIT~.· PRBVIOUS SITE % n~AR ELEVATION 
NUMBii:R DESIGNATION TYPE INTACT OBSl5RVED ME;T~RS ASL REMARKS 
DlQl:2 7 0 1977 427 Site has been destroyed with inundation. 
DlQl: 3 3 0 1977 518 Site has been destroyed with construct-
ion of a road prior to·inundation. 
ni< 
DlQl:4 .J6 7 0 1977 427 'I'his site hai:1 been destroyed with in- I 
undation. Some remnant lithic washout I 
occurs on the site, which is popular ! 
with local collectors. This site was 
!. referred to by James 'I'e it as 11Xaie ken" 
111 
• • • "a center for the catching of land I I 
locked,:. salmon or little red fish" 
\ ( 110 it ' ' 19 3 0 , p. 269) • 
I 
1 
DlQl:5 Jl,Jll 7 0 1977 427 Site has been destroyed with inundation. '., J 
'I'here is soma remnant lithic washout . \' 
I on the site at low water levels. I 1 \)) u '° I IJlQl:6 J6 7 0 197? h35 Site became ex.posed w:1.th inundation l r 
and ha$} since been destroyed with h wat,ar. 1ivel fluctuations. Some rem-nant lfthic · washout still occurs ' ' on· i ' 
the si t.e. ' t 
1 lJ 
DlQl: 7 7 0 1977 427 Site w~~ exposed with inundation and 
has since been destroyed. The site 
was submerged at the time of survey. 
' 
DlQl:8 TB,J5,J5Y 7 0 1977 442 Site wa~ exposed with inundation and 
has since been destroyed. Some art-
ifacts •re expected to wash out of site 
in the future. The site is a popular 
spot with local col le ct ors. 
DlQm:l D6 7 0 1977 427-442 Site has been destroyed with inundation. 
DlQm:2 Fl 7 0 1977 427 Site has been destroyed with inundation(\ 
SIT~ PREVIOUS SITg % YEAR ELEVATION 





























1977 442 Site has been destroyed with inundationo 
Some remnant lithic washout has occurred 
on the site. 
1977 427 · Site has been destroyed with inundation 
and pre-reservoir building construction. 
Some remnant lithic washout has occurred 
on the site. 
,. 
1977 427, Site.has been destroyed with inundation. 
1977 431 Pre-reservoir construction of a road 
and bulldozer activity destroyed much 
of this site. Construction of the new 
ferry'.landing at Needles covered every-
thing else. Site has been destroyed. 
,r 
1977 41+8-457 Th:1.s stte is one of the few on the lake 
which,is partially intact and above the 
presen,t high water level. However, 
the De'.partment of Highways has a gravel 
pit whtch is on the edge of the site 
and m~~;eventually destroy the two re-
maining0features through expansion. 
Part of 1 the site has been destroyed 
throughithe construction of the gravel 
pit. ·, 
RECOMMEND~ Informing the Department of Highways 
of·the~location of the site and fencing 
it off~to ensure its protection. Other-
wise, .. the site should be excavated. 
1977 1~27 Site has been totally destroyed with 
inundation and the construction of the 
new ferry landing at Needles. The 
original site of Needles has been re-
ferred to as one of the most important 




SITE PREVIOUS SIT/I; % YEAR ELEVATION 




DlQm:10 TJ ,D5 
DlQm:11 TK 
DlQm:12 D6 
DlQrn: 13 DJ 


































lectors as some of their most prized 
artifacts have come from here. These 
artifacts include: carved bone, beads, 
and 'ceremonial' pieces. See slide 
number 67 as an example. , 
Site has be~n destroyed with construct-
ion of B.C. Hydro power house, t,he con-
struction of the access road to the 
power,1house 9 and inundation. 
Site 1has been destroyed with inundation. 
Some remnant lithic washout has occurred 
on the site. 
Site was exposed with inundat;ion and 
has since been destroyed. Some rem-
nant lithic washout still occurs on 
the site. 
I ~/;'$H 
Sitalhas been destroyed with inundation. 
~i:t te :Was been destroyed with inundation. 
The site was also used as a B.C, Hydro 
equipment dump in 1967. Pre-reservol.r 
cultiy~tion also destroyed much of the 
site. f,/,, , 
'. : 1•'tft\t ·.: ii . 
Site ijas been destroyed with inundation. 
'I'he one feature on the site has either 
washed,.'\away or has been filled in with 
inundation. Some remnant washout of 
materials still occurs on the site. 
This ,-sl te has been, virtually destroyed 
with inundation. The site was important 
in terms of its historic and prehistoric 
use. The site was established as an 
I 
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Indian reserve in 1902 with persons 
of Shuswap, Collville, and possibly 
Okanagan descent living on the site. 
A tuberculosis epidemic in the early 
1900' s wiped out the greater part of 
the reserve population. Fourteen 
people were buried on the site. (See 
appendix) . , 
During the course of our surveys on 
the lake, burials were reportedly 
uncovered on the site. Upon invest-
igat~~n, the Arrow Lakes Archaeological 
Crew discovered human remains--skulls 
and b6nes--scattererl over the site. 
Initial excavations revealed that the 
remairis ware of recent origin: round 
nails and coffin handles ware discovered 
in ona i,grav0. li'urther research rev<rnled 
that the bodies were interred as late 
us 19)6. 1J'ho Vernon Indian Bund has 
patiticinad B.C. Hydro to pay for tho 
ro loo~ ~ion of thos0 hurrM1 n r@ma ins on 
tha sit,t9. 'l'ba bur:lals are :i,n a sand 
amllunkmont. and are erod:1.ng with annual 
wator\level fluctuations. 
Some prah'ist.orlc lithic mllterial has 
also been found on the site. It ls of 
littleisciontific value as the entire 
area his been greatly disturbed with 
inundation. 
Excav~tion of the human remains on the 
site fqr re-inter ment and relocation 
in Vernon. Those.remains excavated 
by the,survey crew were taken to Vernon 
for re~burial in August of 1977. . l. .· 
,'i-• 
','•,,, .. ,, 







SITE PREVIOUS SITE % YEAR ELEVATION 
NUMBEH. DES IGNA'I'ION TYPE IN'I'ACT · OBSEHV!i:lJ METERS ASL RE:MAHKS 
DlQm: 16 D7 l O~< 427-436 Site area has been inundated and is 
presumed destroyed with inundation. 
RECOMM~ND: Examination of site area to determine 
the extent of destruction. 
i 
DlQm:17 Fl 1 0 1977 427-436 Site has been destroyed with inundation. 
DlQm:18 FJ 1,7 0 1977 427 Site has been destroyed with inundation. 
•Water e:roslon, wind erosion, and bull ... 
doz~r activity on the site have been 
extensive. Some remnant lithic washout 
on the. site has occurred and is expected 
in the future. 
DlQm:19 ~·.1., ? 0 19~;7 Ji.JI+ t1 :I. to haa bottn cforntroyod with inunduL1on 
and ro~d oorwta'uc t~:Lon. 
I 
°' Dl(.),m:20 fi'l 1,7 () 1977 h2l~ Site has be t3 n cJ e st r o ye d with :inundot:l.on. \.,.) 
I Soma remnant li t~hic washout occurs on 
tha sJ.ta lit the prc:.11;3e nt t.lmn. Om1 art-
ifa ct ::found on thfl site rc1 ::10 mblo :1 n 
Cascade ;..t;ypo projectile point. 
.., 
,)00 
slide :number 73. 
}'_.1J 
DlQm:21. H5 1 100 1973 670 Site is located on Whatshan Lake and 
when last observed·was undisturbed. 
:::J•i, 
DlQm: 22 l 100 1973 670 Site is located on Whatshan Lake and 
when la.st observed was undisturbed. 
'.'f, 
DH~m: 23 l 20 1973 640 Site is on Whatshan Lake and has been 
partially destroyed through flooding. 
DlQm:24 1 0 1973 640 Site ±~ on Whatshan Lake and has been 
destroyed with flooding. 
\(t. 
DlQm:25 HJ 7 0 197) 640 Site is on Whatshan Lake and has been 
destroyed with flooding. Some remnant 
washout of artifacts occurs on the site. 
____ ,,. ___ 7 _'/;:. 
' 
DlQm: 26 H5 1 0 
DlQm:27 Hl l ? 
DlQm:28 H2 1 ''I • 
DlQm:29 H$ 1 ? 
DlQm: 30 Fl ,'rD 7 0 
!.) lQ ') 1 !)J. 'l'C m: _) , 7 Q 
DlQm: 32 '1'B 1 50 










Site is on Whatshan Lake and has been 
destroyed with construction of a camp-
site and with inundation. 
Site is.on Whatshan Lake. Condition 
of the site is not known •. 
Site is on Whatshan Lake. Condition 
of the site is not known. 
Site is on Whatshan Lake •. Condition 
of.the site is not known. 
; ' 
Site wa~ exposed with inundation und 
has since been destroyed. Somo remnant 
lithic washout of.material occurs on 
l,ho ~i 1,~t · 
Sita wu~ 'exposed with inundation and 
has sinde baen daatroyod. 1~oro is 
some surface washout of materials at 
low raaervoir l0v~lo--opon to nurfacn 
collection by local collectors. Eight 
test pit~· ware axcavatad on the site 
but no material was found. 
i ·:; :, • '· i·t~\f,.· . . . 
The site~is in an area presently being 
cultivated. Cultivation has disturbed 
much of1~his.site but 5 circular cul-
tural depressions are intact, although 
partially filled with rocks from the 
cultivated fields. 
Site is cin Whatshan Lake and has been 
destroyed with flooding .. Some remnant 









SITE PREVIOUS SITE % YEAR ELEVATION 
NUMB2:R DESIGNA'rION 'I'YPE INTAC'r OBSERVED METERS ASL REMARKS .;.;..;:;.~~-----------~--------"----_..;...------__..;..-------~-~~-«--~=--v---
DlQm: 31+ F2, TE 7 0 1977 
DlQm:35 F2, TJI~ 7 0 1977 
DlQm: 36 'l'L 7 0 J.977 
DlQm:37 TM 7 0 1977 
DlQm: 38 'PN 7 0 19?7 
DlQm: 39 D2, TP 7 O 1977 
DlQm:40 TG,F3 7 0 1977 
427 
427 
l+J0 ... 445 
430 
430-445 
Site was exposed with inundation and 
has since been destroyed. Water level 
fluctuations still result in some surfaoo 
washout allowing surface collection. 
Preparatory clearing prior to inundation 
destroyed much of this site. 
Site was exposed with inundation and 
post reservoir alterations to the land-
scape~ It has since been destroyed. 
The original site is now buried under 
a sand·baach. 
Site was exposed with inundation .and 
ha:J s1nca be<:1n deBtroyed. Somo remnant 
lithi6 washout still occurs on tho site 
ot low water levels. 
\ .;._ ' 
Site Was exposed with inundation and 
has since been destroyed. Some remnant 
lithib'wnshout still ~ccurs on tha site 
at low water levels. 
\. l· 
"'i·. 
Sito was exposed with inundation and 
has strice been destroyed. Some remnant 
lithi6'woshout still occurs on the site 
at lo~ water levels. 
f1:t· 
Site ·was exposed with inundation and 
has s:i.nce been destroyed. Some remnant 
lithic washout still occurs on the site 
at low water levels. 
Site;was exposed with inundation and 
has since been destroyed. Some remnant 
lithic washout still occurs on the site 
at lo~ water levels. ,,: 
Sl'rE PREVIOUS SITE % YEAR ELEVATION 
NUMBER DESIGNATION TYPE IN'rACT OBSERVED Ml!~'I'ERS ASL REMARKS _...;._ ________ -'---------~ 
DlQm:41 TH 1 10 
DlQn:l 'PA 9 0 
l~nQk: 1 1 0 
Nl 7 0 
ffiaQk: J K9 6 0 










Site has been virtually destroyed with 
building construction and landscaping. 
pit houses existed on the site 20 years 
ago.· They have since been destroyed. 
Artifacts have been found around the 
fresh water spring on the property. 
The site lies on the route of an old 
Indian trail from Edgewood through to 
Vernon. 
'~· 
Site 0 area has been destroyed with the 
constpuction of a. gravel pit. ~, . ;: 
Sit~ hos boon virtually destroyed with 
:l.nuncfot:lon. 'Phore is ncnno ronmnnt lithi<: 
washout 01' urt:Lfact,n on th(:.l s.l te. It. 
:ln visJ.u,d occ1rn: ionully by loco.1 col ... 
loctora from ~dgewood and Nakusp. In 
197f? the ~1:i.t,o WQS ownod by Mt'. !Jonna ly 
who had a few artifacts in his poases-
siorft 'l1ho ait;o WlH3 fllso 0:ignJ..Cl.eant 
for~tts historical value. Seo tho 
11:Lstqricol Appendix on Nol Domnrs • 
. . . :·1t~H . 
Si te;Yhas been destroyed with :l. nundn tion. 
Some remnant lithic washout on the site 
has~baen ruportod. 
' ' .·~,,, : ' ' 
S.itc?r'was'inundated at the time of sur .. 
vey/~but was reportedly destroyed in 
1961:· The burial ren~ins were re-
located. Keith Edgell of Edgewood 
has~found a few artifacts a short way 
up Sunnyside Creek near the site. 
427-436 Site' has been destroyed with inundation 
and cultivation prior to pondage inun-
·,, 
- ff"''""'~"""-:~,,'",~~·,,-~--~--~--~~----
SITE' PREVIOUS SITE % YEAR ELEVATION 
NUMBE:R DES IGNA'I'ION TYPE INTAC'f OBSr":RVfm METlRS ASL REMARKS 
EaQl:l K2 7 0 1977 427-436 dation. There is some remnant lithic 
(cont'd) washout on the site. The area is very 
popular with local collectors from 
Edgewood. Many artifacts from the 
site, removed since 1.nundation, are 
water w.orn. 
I • 
EaQl:2 7 0 1977 427 .. 431 Site has been destroyed with inundation, 
Some remnant lithic washout occurs on 
the site. Cultivation prior to inun-
dation also destroyed much of the site. 
!-i 
r~aQl: 3 7 0 1977 427 Site has been destroyed with inundation. 
Washout of lithic material has been 
axt.ens:i.vo. lf1l1e Or0ll is very populnr 
wi. t,h. local col le ctorn. 
I 
()'\ 
10 19T/ 1+2'7 ... 431 Site has.been destroyed ---._J l~uQl: /+ 1<7 1 with inundation. I Somo subsurf11 ce eulturol doponl ts st:l.11 
roma:Ln: on the hirshe r lE'.l vols of tho si t0. 
fl'oa turas, bowevfl r, aro no longc l' vluiblo. 
Subsurface deposits are or l.ittlo SC i<Hl-
t;ifi.o tvalue. 'rho western portion of 
the site was inundated at the time of 
survey. 
EtaQl: 5 l 0 1977 427 Site has been destroyed with inundation. 
'fhe western portion of the site was 
underr.water at the time of the survey. 
Some /remnant lithic washout still occurs 
on the site n 
EaQl:6 6 0 1961 431 Site was not observed in 1977 as it 
was rhportedly destroyed in 1961. 
,· 
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427-1+32 Site has been destroyed with inundation 
and pre-reservoir cultivation. Site is 
a popular spot with local collectors. 
427~440 Site has been virtually destroyed due to 
water and wind erosion, downcutting, 
washout, redeposition: a result of 
pondage inundation. Pre-reservoir 
clearing operations have further dis-
turbed the surface stratum of the site. 
Some future washout of artifacts is 
expected to occur. 'rhe value of the 
'sit~ outsido stylistic comparisons of 
artifacts removed .from tho site ir:1 nil. 
7 tost pits wore excavated on the site. 
A microblade core was found on tho sur-
fuoe or tho aita. Tho site wan oxposod 
w:L th imrnd4l tion. 
Ji.Z'? ... h')6 S.lb~ hos boon dusta•C>yod w:U;h .i.nundut,ion. 
436 
439 
W:Lnd ond watlH' eros:l.on a:xpoaod nnd 
ovantuully deat.royod eovornJ. fern turor-i 
on ;:this site. 'l'ho area hos boe n 




Site has been destroyed with inundation. 
ThQ~ site area is popular with local 
collectors. Some future washout of 
material is expected on the site. 
L ,'· 
• 't /C • . •\, 
Site has been destroyed with pre-reser-
voir clearing activities and inunrlation. 
Some future washout of lithic material 
isiexpected to occur on the site. 
S'ITE PHEVIOUS SITE % YEAR H:LEVATlON 
NUfvIBiR DESIGNATION TYPE INTACT OBS8RVED ME'l'l:!:HS ASL _ _;_--------------------~----------------------.,.,.....,....__,.--, REMARKS 
EaQl:14 Kl 7 0 
~aQm:l H4 7 ? 
6-- l~aQm: 2 7 
'° I 
l!iaQm:3 H4,TB 7 0 







Site has been destroyed with inundation. 
Test excavations revealed some soil 
coloration to a depth of 20 cm, but 
this was mainly from roots and subsur-
face leachj_ng. Subsurface strata were 
sterile and artifacts were confined to 
the surface. Wave action, wind erosion 
and redeposition of material on the 
site ,have been extensive. 
Site is on Whatshan Lake. The site is 
flooded at low water. Slow erosion 
by lake water will eventually destroy 
the ·site. Some continuing washout of 
lithic material is axpected. 
The site is on Whatshan Luke. Tht~ 
s i ta_. has been d i,uturbed with inundH t:lon 
and .~ho construction of a public camp-
sltal\ Soma future washout of material 
'1.1:1 expo<~ted. 'l'ha western holf of th~ 
a:l.t1111;1B pr<.HH1nt;Jy 1.rmndaUHl; thu north--
Ofl$t:\port;,.ton :la u pub.Llc curnps.l t~e nnd 
has :bean ch.rnt:,royod: the nouLhount 
portion is covered with logs. Both 
sides; of the crec~k hava been bulldozed. 
'I'ha ,·site is on Whatshan Lake. Inun ... 
datiqn, camping activities, and log-
ging1activitias have combin0d to 
destroy this site. Some washout of 
materials has occurred at water line. 
The•western portion of the site is 
presintly inundated. 
~ ~ 
The ~ite is on Whatshan Lake. 50~ 
of the site is covered at high water. 







. ~--...- .... ,..,. ' - . -
SITE PREVIOUS SITE 
NUMBER DESIGNATION TYPE 
EaQo:l TA 9 
KbQk:l 1 
E:bQk: 2 7 
[~bC~k: 3 7 
~; b(~l: l 1 
l~'.bQ,l: 2 J 
EcQl:l 2 
% YEAR ELEVA '11ION 
INTACT OBSERVED MST~RS ASL REMARKS 
0 1977. 1173.7 Site was destroyed with the construct-







431-436 This site was totally destroyed with 
the construction of the Bear Vista 
Hotel in Nakusp and with road con-
struction. James 'reit referred to the 
site of Nakusp as 11 Nego 'sp' 11 ••• having. 
buffalo" ••• "A noted place for ua1mon 
and .lake trout" (Teit, 1930, p,209) .. 
436 The site has been totally destroyed 
with1~.the ,constructton of a Celgar 
incinerator end with house con~truction. 
hJ2 
427 
81 to. was 1nunda ted ll t, tho t:l.mo of 
survey and 1~9 p:ceau1ned dc1stroyod. 
n '••:, 
Sit~e Jwa bC:rnn completely <lrwtroy0d 
by inundation und clearinij activities. 
Mr, Munn:lnr~, formur· property owne.H', 
r-opor•tod Uwt u. bulldoior drH1t;roy0d 
the i) 1\rn tm•a s on Lho r:d. te. 'l'o u t 
c1xcavat,J.ons were made on the sit8 but 
no eildence or cultural materials 
wusrpoted. 
'.:-; 
We wJ;e unable to relocate this site 
and :presume that it was d0stroyed 
with:inundation. 
,, 1: 
Site has been destroy~d with inundation. 
and ~re-inundation clearing activities. 
Bulldozer activity on the site has 
been/extensive and local collectors 
from'Nakusp have excavated extensively 
on this si ta • 
~~~~...._ ... ,.-f.-J•••<II-..,,..._~-,--, 
-1"'.7 
q , s.rrg PREVIOUS SITE % YEAR EEEVATI'.ON I! NUMBBR DESIGNATION 'fYP~~ INTACT OBSERVED Ml!:TERS ASL REMARKS ,,,;; .. ~~ .. r 
,: 
EcQl:2 3 50 1977 448 Although above high water levels, only 
50% of this pictograph site remains. 
Parts of some panels have · broken off. 
'I'wo panels were 'retouched t by whites 
in the 19JOts with red paint. Fading 
and lichen have also affected the 
pictograph panels. 
EdQl:1 7,8 0 1977 /+26-430 The site has been totally destroyed 
with inundation. Wave action has 
removed all surface stratum on the ,, ..,, 
site. · Downcutting, from alterations : 
i.n the course of flow of Jennings .? 
Creek~ has removed much of the site. 
liMQl: 2 3 0 1977 J ')'7 +"- Loenl 1nf'ormants say t,his site nevor· 
I cx.Lsted. fiitiO ll:r.'Oll WllS exl:lmi.ned but 
-...1 no pictographs were found. If tho 
f...J 
I p:Lctographs did exist, th~y are now 
destroyed. 
EeQl:l ? 0 1977 J.~27 rrho s.Lt,e hns been dnstroyed w:Lt,h in- ~ f 
undabion. D:rosion of the site has J 
beanc:due to 2 factors: alterations: 
.,_ 
11 ,. 
of Hill creek, which have washod out k 
large, sections of the site, and active ft 
water level fluctuations on the Upper ,! 
Arrow• Lake , 
fr 
/,. a result of' inundation. ... if 
At high water, the lake covers the ·i;i ii site~. At low water, Hill creek cuts It through the site. I 
,, 
H:eQl: 2 6 0 1961 424-427 Site;has been destroyed with laying .!! ,! 
of Canadian Pacific railway tracks. 






SI'rE PREVIOUS SITE % YEAR ELEVATION 


















1961 432 Site has been destroyed with inundation~ 
A number of nephrite artifacts have been 
found on this site by local collectors. 
Future washout of materials is expected 
to occur. 
1961 430 Site has been presumed destroyed with 
inundation. Some lithic washout has 





RECOMM!i:ND: Survey of the site area • 
427 Site was not observed and is presently 
inundated. It is prasumod destroyed. 
Site was not observod but iR presum0d 
to be deatroyod. Tho area iR prosantly 
inundated. Tho sito was cultivated 
oxtensively prior to inundation. 
427 8lt~:has been totally destroyed with 
inundation. The site Js in a very 
active zone; at the confluenco of the 
lnco~appleux River and Upper Arrow 
Lake} Downcutting due to r1ver alter.,. 
ations, wave action and silt redeposit-
ion~have left nothing of the site. 
1+21.--431+ Site\. has been destroyed wi. th construct-
ion\of a log dump and a ro~d ~ Inundat-
ion: has resulted in washing out some 
historical material on the site. The 








DkQm:5, a popular S;?Ot wit~ lo~al 
artifacts. C. ~.rrnbull ex~a7~~ed 
collectors for digging out 




of the ho-u.Se pit. sites abova the present high 
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Display case showing a s~ll sa~ple of artifacts collected by 
Keith and Ellen 3dgall .from washed out archaeological sites 
on the Arrow Lakes. 
Overview of archaeclo;z:ical si--:::e Dk~m: 12, an example of an 









Large 'c3remonial' tur:-<:ST tail projectile point in the 
collection, from archaeological site JlQm:3. The site 
been destroyed with inu...-ridation ac1.:3. the construction of 
terminal at Needles. 
Bill Craft 
bas since 










Refer to slide 
Q'=-=------'----1.0 CM 
Corner notched pro2ec~ile poi~~s from Edgell collection. 
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CM 
5 
Top: ?rojectile.points from the Milne 
collection. Refer to slide 
catalogue, slide number 10 
for provenience of artifacts. 
I.eft: Obsidian projectile point from 
the Fowler collection. Pro-
jectile point was found in the 







p; _l, ~:r s::-rTTT 
~ ........ -..,.;_....j. ~-----
Large, serrated edge , projectile points from Rohn collection. 
All are from the Deer Park - Syringa Creek area. 
Small projectile poin~s fro~~~~ Edgell collection. Refer to 











Corner notched projectil~ poin~s from Crabbe collection. 
Refer to slide.·. catalogue., slide 53, for proveniences. 
Projectile points fro:1 C.rabCe ccllection. 










(' ~ 'ii ~ f Bowl, grooved stones \nam.::!!ec:.S,., ana pestles romRohn col-
lection. All pieces come fro~ ~~e Deer Park area. 
Hand mauls, pestles, and 'paddles' from the Milne collection. 




. ·....:..~•--. __ ,.. ___ .. -- . ,.._,::: ~~ ... ~':..2..~ ~"·· --. ---:_-~--,.-.-,--,..___,_,. __ . ~------------. - -----~ -~ _.., ........ _ -..._ ____ -__,.,._...-. ~~~ 
YVI 
Pestles from Baird collection. ~0th were found on EeQl:3. 
Pestles and 
catalogue, 
mauls from Crabbe co~Bction. 
slide 59, for prcve~~snces. 
Refer to slide 
Above: 
Below: 
Pestles frcm Milns collection, frora sites: 3:a·~l:3, DlQm:2, 
EaQl:3 
Large bifaces from c~ao0e colle~~ion. 
slide 52, for proveni~~cgs. 
PL~T:.: XIX 
-- ----.---- -----~-•-------·-------- -------- •-·----- --- ------ --- -----·---. 
Q..._ __ ...___ _ -=-1.0 
CM 
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cm 0.._ _____ ,_ ____ --J 
Biconically drilled stone bead a3d- carved stone from Milne 
collection. Both pieces are fro~ DlQm:5~ 
Scraping tools from Edgell collection. 
slide 37, for proveniences. 
Refer to slide catalogue, 
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Drills and· borers fron ~dgell ::::;;2..2.-ection. Refer to slide 
catalogue, slide 39, tor ~~ove.::..:..~~ces. 
Nephrite adze fragmen~ and c~izel from Crabbe collection. 





0 l 0 
cm 
Graphite artifact frc~ Crabbe ccllection, found in association 
with projectile points on DlQ~:27. 
Biconically drilled weis~~ stone found on DkQm:22. 
-85.-
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HIS ?ORICAL A??~H:JIT 
The little settlement o:f :Ue:nars, b-oth the east and west Demars, 
were separated by fro~ l/8 - 1/4 ~le of Arrow Lakes water 1 depending 
on the season. These settlements were named after Nels Demars, one of 
our first dwellers, probably passing t~~ough first about 1858, a century 
ago, after Paul Kane, tee artist, who travelled down and up (the Arrow 
Lakes) in 1S46. 
Previous to Kane went ::)avid J:::;:1~las in April of 1825, collecting 
and naming out .flower, shrubs and trees. He also collected birds. 
He left somB very fine pen writi~ of ~be charms he felt as he paddled 
through the majestic expanse of land and water. _ 
Douglas1 trip was 14 years afte~ David Thompson, our greatest-
cartographer, who travelled up fron ~s~oria, and would have seen, 
then un-named, the land at Demars, in September of_l811. We read that 
at each step along the way, Douglas ~ost.ed a written notice, in the 
name of the NorthWest Com.pany,Jof- t:he krchants~':ofi'Canada:-:--thus •making 
the possession of the land in the na::.e of King George III of England. 
(a) ~irs. Alice Paren~ says Nels Je2.ars was born in 1819 at Quebec, 
came west to California about 1837. Ee was a small dark man of great 
endurance, with ready wit and keen i.Eagjnation_ possessing a welL toned 
voice. In fact a charming story tailer. 
She says Demars claimed to have covered every inch of the Col-
umbia River system, acting as canoe builder, explorer and guide, meet-
, ing with disasters and losses in the ra?ids, fighting grizzly bears, 
and dodging Indians. Often t~ey killed ~heir dogs to gain strength 
from such scrawny meat, to line th~ir ca~oBs along the treacherous 
=precipices and knife edged bluffs. · 
(b) History tells us the fi!"s:; Ca2.Eornia gold was discovered in 
soil around plants Javid Douglas sen::. -to 3nglandt s Horticulturist 
Garden in 1831. The Botanical people 4Cde a note of the nuggets but 
soon forgot the fact as they gloate::. :nrer the flowering currant and 
high bush Oregon grape specimens £or ~~ei~ gardens. Douglas later 
found gold in the Okanogan, as he jo1.2'."~Bysd up a small creek from 
Okanogan Lake in 1833. He was pleasad with his find and had a small 
seal made from it. In 1851 gold was fc:.1-~d at Colville, before in 1849, 
in California. 
LOOK FOR GOLD 
From these hazardous travels, De::ars learned early where to look 
for gold. Demars camped along our shc:-e before Captain Robert Sanderson 
lived on the water in 1BS6 or Edward ?icard in 1887. Captain Sanderson 
lived on the water as boat builder, na~igator, promoter, captain, and 
pilot. He was a beloved frontier man -:.:.:;.til his death in 1928. 
- Ed Picard told me he and his bro-:.::er, in long boats, with heavy 
oars, freighted Jeffry Hum~s hardwar i::.erchandise down these lakes in 
1887, when Hune, native of_ Nova Scotia cu~ had been in Revelstoke 
(then called Farway) in the hardware c~siness. Seeing Nelson as a 
- coming town he moved stores and hard..ra:-e to start a business there. 
It is oresumed that Demars :iet bc-:b. these men and that he settled 
permanently~ nine miles s~:mth cf Ifak-..::_s;:, aoout 1885, building himself 
• little cabins, both sides of the lake. Gn the east side at District 






























GOLD ON SADDIB 
From earliest times, stories ~ere told that Demars had found gold 
up Saddle mountain wayo Wben his fina~ces got low he and his little 
dog would disappear to return wi~h lit~le sacks of nuggets. He lost 
an eye and was left for dead during the John Cole and Henry Rose 
wiskey-crazed battle of 1902. Sose folks ~ill tell you the battle 
over money for ties started as these E~n rowed south from Nakusp 1 
to the 160 acres, on District Lot _8153, then owned by Henry Rose. 
At that tiIT~ and place, Harbert Redfern lived in a small cabin up 
from Henry Rose's cabin. This Eenry Rose's cabin was probably built 
about 1887. It still stands in good rep.air. It is west of Donnelly's 
present residence. 
FIGHT RESULTS IN DEATH 
The chain of owners of lot Sl53 being Rose, Redfern, Durkin, 
Rosiek, now Mabel and aay Donnelly. Mrs. Molie Karsten says the bat-
tle was fou,;:ht on the old t:rail fro;:;: lJaku.sp as the men walked dor,,,-n 
to Rose's fishing lines, Denis St. Denis told me July 1st, 1952, 
while we were in the company of G.H. Gardner, of Nakusp and the late 
Mr. Joy Nelson Historian. {,Jur native daughter, Florence Leary took 
a picture .of us at the time.} He said he -saw- tangledifisn lines, 
broken iron pots and pans, s~shed whisk~y bottles. John Cole lay 
dead and Nels Demars had been left for dead, but later came arou.~d. 
Mr. St. Denis had accor:rnanied officers of:. the law~ to the- scene of the 
crime. He also said nyou know we liked Hen__ry Rose,-., He worked for usn. 
One bloody cudget plainly snowed Rose's right hand finger prints, 
as for years he's been minus ~wo fingers on his right hand, after being 
bitten by a dog. When he was hung at Nelson, Herbert Redfern filed 
claim and got Di3tric~ Lot 8l53, in 1902. At that time there were 
two moss rose bushes, and tan or t~~lve apple trees, coming into bearing. 
Jochum Borgat, Nels Demars, and Rose ha•:i set out apple trees in the 
lat 807 s. 
After Demars got aroll.!.'1.d again, he st:ill carried his map to his 
gold field, but he was aging fast an:: co:.::.ld not make the mountain 
trips. Mrs. Parent says ~A brother a~d sister came from Quebec to 
care for him and they three, spent the winter before his death, in 
the Old Bank Building built by Frank 3ou.rne but now owned by Mrs. P. 
Sather in NakusD. No trace of the maD was ever foundo Father Jeanett 
prepared him for his journey to the land of eternal life but Demars 
didnvt reveal to him his secret of his gold cache. He died in 190$ 
and lies in an unmarked grave in the Ca~~olic cemetery in Nakusp. 
THE; TOM ANTHONYS 
In 1910 Demars district streched from the bluff south to the 
Louis Pabst place, now Val Mcrtonrs. To~ Anthony came up from the 
U.S.A. in 1901 and quite soon bought 166 acres there, the chain of 
land owners were, Anthony Meyers, Ea::-:ry 3aerg, and present owners are 
Betty and Jake Reimer. To~ ~~tncny quite soon got work with the C.P.R. 
He owned a gas boat, set out aFple, paar, cherry, and plum trees. Mrs. 
Anthony never liked Demars. It is possible that stories told about 
ghosts pitching bottles and pans while they cussed in both french and 
english bothered her. l-trs. Karstew said that for years ghosts were 
seen or heard all along that old trail. I myself, have heard blood 
curdling coyote yells, but ccyotes, I know, from that direction. 
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-RZDFERN-DURKIN 
In May of 1910 Peter and 5;dith Re:1fern Durkin and their two 
children came to farm GrandDa ? .. edferr.' s land. That first year they 
planted the only land without s~u:r:.ps. Grandpa Redfern didn't tell 
them that their choice of land was al~~ys flooded with high water. 
The second year, they planted east •I tte old barns and had a wonder-
ful garden. Horses had been k2pt in those old barns from the Genell 
Cedar Camp days of 1$93 to the gover~rr~nt road construction camps of 
1909-10. · 
Mrs. Durkin loved flowers, s~e tai helped her uncle Sam Redfern 
with his successful greenhouse business on Bell Isle near Detroit 
before her marriage. She brought w~th ber, some priceless old china, 
sterling silver cutlery, silk paisley a.nd chantilly lace shawls. She 
had a great love of children. ?ne Jurk:.:ns we re good neighbours. 
Herbert Redfern was born at Godley England in 1855. He was 
university educated and did bea~tiful ha~dwriting. He died at his 
ranch here. 
*This appendix was recopied by band frca an old and faded newspaper 
clipping in the possession of Y..ac-el and Ray Donnelly, present ow-ners 
of the site of Demars, lot 8153. Th~Te was no date on the newspap~r 
clipping and the authcrst na:ne is no~ ~•wn. Yne article was probably 
written for the Arrow Lakes :;-2;.a;s sc;:,e-:ise in the late 50t s. 
-** The first parenthes s are :TI.i~e; tbe r~:nainder, the authors' 
*** The original site of Nels J~:s:ars cat::.n was underwater at the time 










LIST OF LOCAL COLL~C TOR3 A~J C?cGA...'JIZA T2:GNS IN TIE ARROW LAKES AREA 
1) The Arrow Collecting Club of Nakusp 
- 2) Keith and ~llen 3dgell of 3dgewoc:i B.C. 
3) Dot Crabbe of Edgewood B.C. 
4) Lewis Brown of Edgewood 3.C. 
5) Jim Ivans of Edgewood B.C. 
6) Hugh Klien of Edgewood B.C. 
7) I-Jlrs. Tony de Gans of Edgewoctl 3.C. 
8) Ernie Brown of Edge~ood B.C. 
9) Mrs. Howardson of 2:dgewood E.G. 
10) Cecil Adzehe3d of Burton 3.C. 
11) ~rr-s. Williams of Burton 3.C. 
12) Ruth Bumpus of Faquier B.C. 
13} Walter Paseeka of Edgewood B.C. 
14) Fred Shields of Faquier B.C. 
15) Bill Craft o:: Faquier:< B.C 
16) Larry Davis of Faquier 3.C. 
17) Doug Partridge of Robson B.C. 
18) Ralph Briggaman of Robson B.C. 
19) Val Schmidt of Faouier B.C. 
20) Mat Rohn of Castlegar B.C. 
21) Rusty Portias of Edgewood B.G. 
22) Virs. Z-araff of Zdgewood B. C. 
23) Mr. Steinburg of Edgewocd 3.:. 
24) Joan Fowler of Nakusp E.G. 
25) Les Baird of Nakusp B.C. 
26) Bill Robison of Nakusp B.C. 
27) Burt Harridge of Nakusp E.G. 
28) Keith and Marvel Milne of ~dgewccd. B.C~ 
1his is only a partial list of col:ectors.· There are many more. 
-39-
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Archaeolagical site I:,~~n: 12, facing south. Two 
members of the su....rvey crew can be seen searching 
for lithic re;nains on the site. 
Archaeological site :DkQ,m:12, facing north. Illus-
trative of erosion on the archaeological sites in 
the area.· F.ote the high water level mark on the 
cliff face on th~ lef~. 
Nephrite a:::-tifacts in the private collection of 
~_arvei and Kei~h :,u,~~ of 3dgewood B.C. Artifacts 
were found on the A'!"'Tow Lakes on EaQl: 4, and EaQk: 1 .. 
Nephrite adze from Milne collection. Found on 
archaeological site DlC_m:20. 
~.--•~•,a>- --
)!isc~llarieous Pieces~. ::t'rom.JfiL~e;<':}:olle ction. 
Provenience unknown-. ·· · · · 
Biconically drilled s~one bead and carved piece 
rese;nbling a 'snakes 1:-ead'. -:.·Both~ f'rotn 11-'lilne --
collection. Note in.cis.ed lines on the base of 
the bea.d. Provenience on the lakes, DlQm: 5. 
Drills fron tne Milne collection. From archaeo-





Large bifacially flaked tools from the Milne 
collection. F~om l~ft to right, archaeological 
sites are as.fcllo~s: DlQm:39, DlQm:39, DkQm:5, 
EaQl:3. 
Projectile points fro::;: the Milne collection: 
Top Row: ~aQl:2, DlQl:5: EaQl:3, DlQm:31, DlQo:31 
Low Row: Dl'~m:14, DlQl.:4, DlQm:20, EaQl:3, Ea1~1:3 
Pre je ctile points fro=i ~~e Milne collect ion: 
Top Row: EaQl:2, 3a~l:2, DlQm:10, EaQl:3, EaQl:8, 
?,?,?, S::.~.:::.:14 
Mid Row: DlQl:5, ?ass:1ans Point, ZaQl:8, DkQm:5, 
DlQ!n:39, Jl~~:39, DlQl:5 
·Low Row: 3~Ql:2, Dl~~:20, DlQl:5, ?, DkQm:14, 





























Projectile point .fro:n the Milne col le ct ion. Found 
on archaeological si~e DlQl:8. This photo was 
taken to s~.:;w variation in t.he types of material 
used in ar~ifact construction. 
Black che~ projec~ile points from the Milne 
collectio~. FrQm archaeological sites: DlQm:31, 
'i<'a,Ql·3 :;,-~1-1t 
J..J • , ..JC::.~---..,... 
Projectile point fro~ the Milne collection. 
Found on .3a~l:8. 
Pipestem frag::;en~ fro::a Milne collection. Found 
on DlQ:n:2C. 
Hand maul from I~lilne col.lectionc Found on ,DlQm: S. 
•, ·-,,· __ ....;:.., .-.::. -~•:;;.:\;.,, .... ~,~.::.:,•·: ,,: :: ;.._ \:~---~~~-::::t:,-.:.:•:.-~; _- _i;_--
Elong3.ted ::an.d ::::au.ls .:rom Milne collection.· All 
come from ::;a:;1: 3. 
¥ii.scellaneo1:s large stone -artifacts from Milne 
collection:-
Top Row: Za~l:14~ ~l~l:5, EaQl:3 
Mid Row: :tl~l:-5 
Low Row ·. ;;, .: .c: • ~ Tl i ... ,,; • J, ~-~~-..,I-, .;..,,/-~---- ..L. 
Mor:-ar bowls a:nd pe 5-:;:_e from Milne collect ion. 




fro:,. 14.ilne collection: from left to 
Pestles fro;;:r the ;,fil:ne collection: 
rop Row:- 3aQl:9, 35~~:2 
Low Row~ 3a;l:3, Jl~~:5 
Hand mauls f:-o::i. t.~e lElne collection: 
flat paddles a~d round pestles. 
includes 
Top Row: Dl~..s:20, Jk:Qm:14, DkQm:14, EaQl:8, 
Dl~:2C, DlQ:n:8, DlQm:17 
Mid Row: Dl,~r:1: 20, :Ul~:n: 10, DlQl: 5 1 DlQm: 13, 
EaQk:2 . 
Low Row: Sa~l:9, DlQl:14, EaQl:3, EaQl:9, 
DlQ-::i::20 7 EaQl:9, EaQl:3 
Hand mauls fro::n. the !-lilne collection: Includes 
'flat paddle for::;:s and rounder pestles. 
Top R-o'·" 7'i 1 :=•~ , 7 r:"'.'1·11 D"k0m·9 DlQ1·5 D1Qm·35 J. " • .... ...a.. --.::,!....l ... -· , ::.J~--~ .. .,A-- , -q:,, .!. .. ' • ' J. ... 
Low Row: Jl~m:35, Dl~m:35, DlQm:13, DlQm:8, 
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DE5C2IPTION 
.rtri.scellaneous stone tools from Milne. collection. 
All were found on DlQm:20. 
Mortar bowl from '"IC•,: .i.•il..l.Il9 collection, found on EaQl:3. 
:Mortar bowl from ~r• ~ i•Il.....Ln.6 collection, found on EaQl:3. 
Mortar bowl. fror.i Milne collection, found on DlQl:8. 
Mortar bowl from Jlilne collection, found on DlQn:l.. 
Mortar bowl from Milne collection,. found on DlQn:l .. 
Large bifacially flaked quartzite knoves from the 
Milne collection. Both were .found on DlQm: 30. 
. . --· :<--.;~·::;·:... -: ~~~~i~~~-~.:~_;,_._:~-;!-:_,._--"-:-~,:<:-_\-~;~:-~.": .-.;~r: .. >.~,' -: -
Large core · tools from Milne>collection. ~:~All three 
were found on Dk~m: 23. I was u..'1.able to determine 
the material from which these tools were made upon 
my initial observation. -It very much resembled 
European flint. These were the only tools of their 
typ,3 found on the Arrow Lakes~ 
Core tool from 1:•lil.ne collection, .found on EaQl: 7. 
~icroblades from ~igell ~ollection. Exact proven-
ience of the blades is not known but is believed to 
be from D jQ:n: 1. 
Display case.of private collectors Keith and Ellen 
Edgell of Edgewood B.C. showing a small sample of 
artifacts in their possession~ 
ilicroblade core f~o~ the Edgell 
on archaeological site DkQm:9. 
microblades fou~d on the Arrow 
was found on Ea~l:9 by members 
collection. Found 
This- is one of two 
Lakes. The other 
of the survey crew. 
Large projectile points from the Edgell collection: 
Top Row: DkQm:l, 2sQl:14, Ea~l:7, EaQl:7, EaQl:14, 
DkQm:6, 






tools from the Edgell collection. 
DlQm:14, 3aQl:14, EaQl:14, DkQm:14 
nk:"'I~ · 9- -1..J1 '"'ll • o" i:;-an-i · 10 EaC\l · 11 ~aQl · l ~ - ·"':,w. • ' ' ~ <t. • ' .w ·.,,_.J. • ' '(. • 4 , ,_, . 
EaQl:13, 3aQl:10 
Small projectile points from the Edgell collection. 







































EaQl:10, 3a~l:14, EaQl:14, EaQl:14, 
EaQl:10, ~aQl:10, EaQl:l, EaQl:14, EaQm:l 
EaQl:4, Ea~l:14, EaQl:4, DiQm:6, EaQl:14, 
EaQl:10, EaQl:14 
DlQm:33, EaQl:10, EaQl:14, EaQl:10, 
EaQl:14, EaQl:10, EaQl:l 
EaQl:14, EaQl:l, EaQl:14, DlQl:6, EaQl:14, 
EaQl:14, ~aQl:10 
EaQl:l, EaQl:14, EaQl:10, EaQl:14, 
EaQl:l, ~aQl:14 
Drills from the Edgell Collection: 
Top Row: ta~l:14, EaQ.1:1, EaQl:14, DlQm:8, DkQm:5, 
EaQl:l, Ea~l:10, DlQl:6, DlQl:6 
ilid Row: EaQl:14, EaQl:14, EaQl:14, EaQl:14, 
D~Qm·lL ~a01.,;. ~an,.1.•4 "'- • "T ' .;.., ~,j_ • ..i.....,. ' .u "'- • . . . ., 
Low Row.: · EaQl::14, EaQl:l,.EaQl:·l} EaQi:14, ·zaQl:l 
Hand mauls from the Edgell 
Top Row: DlQrn:33, DlQl:6, 
tlid Row: DkQm:21 
Low Row: Ea.Ql: 1, Dlqm: 33, 
collection: 
EaQl:9, DkQm:l, DkQm:21 
.. 
DlQl:6, EaQl:14, DlQm:8 
Bone awl and.two s:nall game stones from Edgell 
collection: 
Top Row: EaQl:l, 3aQl:14 
Low Row: DiQl:6 
Graphite beads from Zdgell collection. Source of 
native graphite is c~:ieved to be Galena Bay. 
Top Row: EaQl:14, 3aQl:14, EaQl:14, EaQl:14 
Low Row: EaQl:13, laQl:14, EaQl:14 
Corner knotched projectile points from Edgell 
collectiori: 
Top Row: EaQl:14, ~aQl:14, EaQl:14, EaQl:l, 
EaQl:l, DlJm:27, EaQl:14 
Low Row: Ea~l:l, Ea~l:14, DlQm:14, DiQl:7, 
EaQl:14, ~aQl:14 
Stemmed projectile point from the Edgell collection. 
Found on archaeological site: DlQm:33. 
Lanceolate and sterr1..c"red projectile points from the 
Edgell collection: 
Top Ro~: DlQl:l, EaQl:l, DlQm:27, DlQm:27, 
EaQl:14, JlQl:6 . 
Low Row: DlQl:6, EaQl:14, DlQm:33, EaQl:13, 
EaQl:14, JlQm:14 
Ovarview of Eagle creek looking east towards DkQm:12 
















































Looking west. up Eagle creek. Note the river terrace 
on right of photograph. The town of Edgewood is 
presently built on this terrace. 
A view of Dk~m:6 facing south. 
Projectile point from C~obbe collection of Edgewood 
B.C. Note tha serrated edge. From site: DlQl:5. 
Bifacially flaked artifacts and scraper from 
Crabbe collection!~ -· -~--~-------
Top Right: Provenience not known 
Low Row: EaQl:2, E~Ql:2, EaQl:3 
. ·-:.. - - -~-,,-::: . . -· 
- ~ - _- -~ .:.. 
Bifacially flaked artifacts from the Crabbe collect-
ion. . From left>to .. right;:::.},, .,EaQl::'3, ::EaQl.: 8; EaQl: 2,. 
D kQm : 12 • · - .,,._ - '.·~ - · · __ .,- .. -~ ;:;: ~ ·: ' ·· ... _ . ·· 
Corner-knotchBd projectile points from the Crabbe 
collection: 
Top Row: EaQl:8, EaQl:8, 
DkQm: 5, Dk:.,rn: 3, 
-;;ir.:d Row·. D' Q 3 DkO 3 ~•u  K1 m : , . ,!J'.11: , 
DlQm:31, EaQl:2 
EaQl:8, East Kootenays, 
East Kootenays 
DkQm:3, DlQm:31, DlQm:31, 
Low Row: EaQl:8, EaQl:8, EaQl:S, EaQ1~8, EaQl:8, 
EaQl:8, EaQl:8, DkQm:l, DlQm:14 
Lanceolate and stemmed projectile points .from the 
Crabbe collection: 
Top Row: Dk~m: 5 1 Dl!~m: 22, EaQl: 2, EaQl: 2, DlQm: 5, 
Ea~l:2 
Low Row: DlQm:22, Ea~l:2, EaQl:2, DlQm:22,_EaQl:2, 
DlQm:14 
Nephrite adze fragment and nephrite chizel from the 
Crabbe collection. Both pieces come from DkQm:5. 
Lead artifact from Crabbe collection. From site 
DlQm:27. 
Small projectile points from Crabbe collection:· 
Top Row: EaQl:3, DlQl:5 
Low Row: EaQl:2, East Kootenays, EaQl:3 
Projectile points from c~abb~ collection: 
Top Row: DlQm:14, Dk~m:9, DkQm:9, EaQl:2, EaQl:2, 
EaQl:2, Za~l:2, 3aQl:2 
Low Row: DkQm:l, DkQm:l, DkQm:9, DlQl:5, DlQm:14, 
DlQm:27, DlQm:14, EaQl:2, DkQm:l 
Hand mauls and pas~les from Crabbe collection: 
Top Row: DlQm:31, W:-iats:ian Lake, DkQm:3, DlQm:S 



















Obsidian projectile point in possession of Joan 
Fowler of Nakusp. Found on the TBig Ledger country 
west of Nakusp. ~xact provenience not known. 
Projectile points in the Crabbe collection: 
Top Row: DlQm:31, DlQm: 5 
Low Row: DkQm:3, Jk~m:6 
View of archaeological site EaQl:9 facing south. 
Housepit in DlQm:32; northern depression facing 
east. 
Housepit on DlQm:32, southernmost depression facing 
east. 
Author. giving a lecture·. on arcliaeolbgy-·and flint-
knapping demonstra~ion at Nakusp Senior Secondary 
School. · 
Large tceremonial' turkey tail point in Bill Craft 
collection. From archaeological site DlQm:$. 
View of Renata facing south. 
DlQm.:10, archaeological site and recent burial 
grounds of Lakes Indians. There were 14 graves 
on the site, some of which had washed out due to 
inundation. The sk-~lls seen in the photographs 
were interred as recen~ly as September 30, 1931 
but could not be identified as to individual. 
Steps are b~ing taken by the Vernon band to have 
the remaining b~di~s removed and re-interred in 
Vernon. Burial re~~ins removed from the site are 
now in possession of the Vernon Band. 
Miscellaneous pieces from the Bumpus collection of 
Faquier B.C. All artifacts come from the Bumpus 
property which incluies archaeological sites: 
DlQm:3, DlQm:20, and DlQm:30. Note the lanceolate 
shaped point i~ slide 73. It resembles the 'cas-
cade' type point of the Columbia Plateau. 
Pestles from the Bum?us collection. All were found 
on DlQm:20. 
Hand mauls and pestles from the Rohn collection: 
Top Row: DiQm:~4, DiQm:4, DiQm:4, DiQl:8, DiQm:13, 
Mid Row: ? , DiQl: 3, DiQm: 14, ? , DiQm: 10, 

















Hand mauls and pestles from Rohn collection: 
Top Row: ?, EaQl:2, remainder unknown 
Low Row: ?,?,?,?,?, DiQl:10,? 
Miscellaneous stone artifacts from Rohn collection. 
Provenience is not known. 
Projectile points fro~ Rohn collection. Provenience 
is not known. 
Field crew examining a small part of Rohn collectionc 
Grew member photographing part of Crabbe collection~ 
View of archaeclogical site DkQm:20. 
Field ·crew cleaning artifactscfou.11.d -during survey. 
Hand maul and pestle fro'.!l Les Baird collEfction of 
Nakusp. Artifacts were found at Arrowhead on site 
EeQl:3. 
Nephrite pieces from Baird collection, found on 
site EeQl:J. 
Projectile points in Zeraff collection of Edgewood 
B.C., found on site DkQm:17. 
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Census of Arrow Lake Indians . 





- BAPTISTE CHRISTIAN . 
Sophia (wife) 
Agnes

































The above reserve consistingof 243 . 10 acres was allotted on
October 10, 1902 ':'!1:o property is on the westshore of Lower hr::<:M Lake, about · 
five miles below BurtonCity, fa ilir: WestKootenaydistrict. The reserve
was transferred to the OkanaganAgencyon December 16, 1948 by authority of
P.C. 35/5833 .
·au:- filesindicate that a census e:ci..atcl in tho Kootenay Agency


















































Unfortunatelytheforegoingcensushasno notation as to births, · 
deaths el marriages, and thenextrecordson file are census built up by the
Late InspectorCol man':'\. and forewarded to CommissionerMacKay on February 20, 1944.
Those cover 1922to 1924and 1930 to 1936 Mr. Coleman advised in his letter
,::J February 20,1944 thathecouldfind1 no record ofa census prior to 1923.
1.
2.









age 31 in1924 - married Frank Ott (white) April 19th, 1922
" 8 in 1922 Died Dec. 1922.
., 65 in1924
" 41 in 1924
35 in 1924
:?.5 l:l Died Feb. 12, 19251924
20 in ls::4 Died Jan. 25, 1926
- --






Died Sept. 7, lSO'Z l:C-."'"':l 1867
" 1897 to Lower Kootenayon marriageto I-ouio 
Ernest
Feb. 7/22 - to St. Mary's Jkn1 O!l marriage
to Patrick Abel Sebastian Nov.26/38
Oct. 21/23 - to Lower Kootenay on marriage
to L. Louie
Sept. 6/25
" Dec. 8/27 - Died May 6,1933.
2. Louie Joseph age 59 in 1930- Died April 25, 1930.



























Mr. Coleman ws advisedby Mrs. Ott that Carriboo Johnani Baptiste
Klomehad died. ChristianJosephDied Feb. 18,1917. I have no record ofthe
deaths of the rest oftheseIndians. As Mr. Coleman, in his status investigation
in 1944, could find norecordto 1929, the c:n.1.,y possible way to confirm
thedeaths of tu3 above Indians appears to be by questioning Indians in
Cranbrook Agency. :Z this is considered necessary, possibly Mr. Dmm would
m.:ro inquiries. On the other hand, it seems odd th.!t more of these people
have not beenin touch trlJ:Jl us ii: any are living .
The 1923-1924census records the deaths of those X:lairiL'O!'O that are not
shownonthe 1930-36 census TheIndianson the 1930-36 census not shown as
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